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Chapter 1: Thesis introduction

1.1. Introducing the topic

“In this regard, it should not be forgotten that Norway, a small and military weak country, is greatly interested in maintaining the power and authority of the League, in order to prevent abuse from the stronger states against the weak and relatively unprotected”.¹

“Japan is the country most capable of stopping China, when it goes too far in lawlessness and violation of other’s rights. Should we conclude with surrendering the best support we have in the East in this regard?”²

In mid-March 1932, Foreign Minister Birger Braadland solemnly addressed the Norwegian parliament at a meeting behind closed doors. As part of Braadland’s general account of Norway’s foreign policy, the first statement was made in relation to the League of Nations’ treatment of a territorial dispute between Japan and China, that had begun a few months earlier. Braadland’s assessment of the situation implies that he found the international organisation’s promise of collective security to be of critical importance to Norway. Furthermore, it signifies that he saw the conflict between China and Japan as a test, where Norway would benefit if the League proved itself capable of preventing the Japanese “abuse” of the weaker member, China. Just a few months earlier, the second statement was written by the head of the Norwegian diplomatic service station to China and Japan, Ludvig C. M. Aubert. He portrays Norwegian interests regarding the conflict in a completely different manner. Aubert’s account describes China as the lawless violator while the Japanese are allies helping to protect the “civility” of the East. The two statements illustrate the focus of this thesis, because they signify the tension within Norwegian foreign policy between the pursuit of political and economic interests, and idealist status seeking motivated by the need for national security.


² My translation, the original quote reads: "Japan er det land som er best istand til å stanse Kina, når dette går for vidt i lovløshet og i krenkelse av andres rettigheter. Skal vi ende med å opgi den beste stütte vi har i Østen i denne henseende?”. Ludvig C. M. Aubert to the NMFA (02.11.1931). Riksarkivet. Utenriksstasjonene, Ambassaden/Legasjonen i Beijing, Kina. RA/S-2610/D/Da/L0078
According to the official Chinese historical narrative, the fourteen years between 1931 and 1945 under Japanese occupation were the darkest years in the history of China. In his book *Never Forget National Humiliation*, Zheng Wang claims that the 18th of September 1931 is still an important date in the Chinese collective memory. That day, the bombing of a railroad crossing in Northern China was used as a pretext for the Japanese army to invade. Within weeks, three entire Chinese provinces came under Japanese control. In retrospect, it might seem like an unavoidable development from then on and towards the second Sino-Japanese war 1937-1945. In 1931, however, the world community had no reason to doubt the prospect of settling the Manchurian Crisis through the League of Nations. As the world’s first truly global international organisation, the League was supposed to solve conflicts in accordance with international law before they escalated beyond control. Until the Manchurian Crisis, it had been able to bring several conflicts towards a peaceful end, even though the proceedings had illuminated the League’s limitations to a certain degree. At the end of the 1920s, however, the historian Ruth Henig claims there was an extremely wide gap between what ordinary people expected of the League, and what it could actually deliver in practice. Coinciding with the failures of the World Economic Conference and the Disarmament Conference, the Manchurian Crisis dealt a serious blow to the League system’s prestige as an instrument for the deterrence or punishment of aggression.

The conflict between China and Japan was a situation where Norway was drawn between two different key notions in its foreign policy. On one hand, the political scientist Halvard Leira claims that Norway aimed to become internationally recognised as a peace-nation, because it was a way of gaining status and was seen as the morally right thing to do. On the other hand, the beginning of the 1930s was a time where Norway considered itself threat-free, which the historian Karl Erik Haug has argued made the country appear as an

---

4 Ibid.: 54-56
7 There were several disputes that the League managed to solve peacefully in the 1920s: Yugoslavian occupation of Albanian territory in 1921, Greek invasion of Bulgaria in 1925 and Italian occupation of Greek territory in 1926. Ibid.: 88-92
8 Ibid.: 106-107
introvert small state mostly interested in its own economic and political interests across the world.\textsuperscript{11} Geir Lundestad, historian and previous Director of the Norwegian Nobel Institute, has named Norway the “national internationalist”, because of the country’s tendency to promote international cooperation while trying to avoid actual commitments towards this end itself.\textsuperscript{12} Lundestad’s term and assessment mainly deals with the period after the Second World War, but Haug has suggested that the same theory applies to Norwegian foreign policy in the interwar era.\textsuperscript{13} This thesis will analyse Norwegian actions during the Sino-Japanese conflict 1931-1938, examine how the dispute was viewed by different foreign policy-makers, and discuss its significance within the larger history of Norwegian foreign policy. Before examining the research question more fully, however, it is necessary to take a closer look at the existing research on Norwegian foreign policy and the Sino-Japanese conflict.

1.2. Literature and research status

1.2.1. Studies of Norwegian foreign policy and foreign services

In 1961, Nils Ørvik wrote about the strategical and military issues that faced contemporary policy-makers in Norway in his book *Sikkerhetspolitikken 1920-1939*.\textsuperscript{14} For a long time, it was the dominant study of Norwegian Foreign Policy in the interwar period, and Ørvik’s emphasis on the aspect of security policy would influence subsequent research.\textsuperscript{15} In 1996, Odd-Bjørn Fure wrote the book *Mellomkrigstid 1920-1940*, which challenged previous scholars’ narrow scope of study. He claims that many central areas of Norwegian foreign policy had been neglected, because scholars had focused too much on trying to explain the events of the Second World War when researching the interwar era.\textsuperscript{16} Furthermore, Fure argues that the emphasis on security policy was counterintuitive, because the term, as we know it, was only a marginal and sometimes absent part of Norwegian foreign policy.\textsuperscript{17}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{14} Ørvik, N. (1962). *Norsk sikkerhetspolitikk 1920-1939*. Oslo, Universitetsforlaget: 468
\item \textsuperscript{15} Haug (2012): 23-24.
\item \textsuperscript{16} Fure (1996). *Mellomkrigstid: 1920-1940*. Oslo, Universitetsforlaget: 11-12
\item \textsuperscript{17} Ibid.: 11-12
\end{itemize}
Instead, Fure widens the scope of study by showing how policy decisions were made based on economic, political and cultural continuities in foreign relations.\textsuperscript{18}

Fure’s book was part of a larger research project financed by the Norwegian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, which resulted in a multi-authored six-volume series about the history of Norwegian foreign policy. According to the historian Knut Einar Eriksen, Olav Riste was the leader of the project, and had been central to the development of an internationally oriented professional environment for the history of Norwegian contemporary security policy.\textsuperscript{19} In regard to the project, Riste wrote the book \textit{Norway’s Foreign Relations – A History} in 2001, which was a historical overview of Norwegian Foreign Relations from the Middle Ages until today. Riste provides a theory about Norwegian foreign policy, where he claims that Norway’s neutrality was only a supporting element to Norway’s continuous dependence on a western great power for security – Britain or the United States.\textsuperscript{20} In relation to the interwar period, Riste argues that Norwegian neutrality in reality relied on Britain as the ultimate defender should Norway be attacked.\textsuperscript{21} Accordingly, Riste claims that the reason for Norway entering the League was partly to ensure the British connection.\textsuperscript{22} Riste’s continuity theory has gained major support across the field, even though it has been criticised by the historian Hallvard Tjelmeland for implying a certain determinist understanding of Norway’s foreign policy course.\textsuperscript{23} Meanwhile, Roald Berg has described the hegemonic support for Riste’s theory, and Helge Pharo has argued its importance in relation to further research.\textsuperscript{24}

Many Norwegian representatives at the League believed strongly in the “small-state philosophy”, which emphasized the role of the smaller states to act as the guardians of moral in international relations.\textsuperscript{25} Due to Norway’s lack of external threats in the interwar era, Riste claims that it was cost-free for politicians to promote international law and the peaceful settlement of conflicts at the League of Nations.\textsuperscript{26} Lundestad has challenged this notion and

\textsuperscript{18} Haug (2012): 23-24
\textsuperscript{19} Eriksen, K. E. (28.07.2015). “Olav Riste”. In: \textit{Norsk Biografisk Leksikon} [Internet]. Available at: \url{https://nbl.snl.no/Olav_Riste} [Read 13.11.2016]
\textsuperscript{20} Riste (2005, 2001): 113
\textsuperscript{21} Ibid.: 113
\textsuperscript{22} Ibid.: 130
\textsuperscript{25} Riste (2005, 2001): 130
\textsuperscript{26} Ibid.: 133
claimed that the idealist argumentation of smaller states was disregarded whenever the
discussion touched upon their own issues and interests.\textsuperscript{27} Haug furthers this argumentation in
his PhD thesis, \textit{Folkeforbundet og krigens bekjempelse}. He claims that Norway’s policy
regarding the League of Nations was essentially a type of small state realism\textsuperscript{28}, which
depended on Norway’s economical standing and geographical position as Europe’s
periphery.\textsuperscript{29} On one hand, Norway applauded the League’s role in promoting international
law in the relations between states, but was at the same time not interested in increasing its
commitments to the organisation. Norway’s efforts at the League have been depicted
idealistically, but Haug challenges this notion by describing the Norwegian position as
“retraction policy” (\textit{avskjermingspolitikk}).\textsuperscript{30} Despite Norwegian politicians emphasizing
international law and idealistic principles at speeches at home and at the League’s
headquarters in Genève, they were in reality trying not to commit more than absolutely
necessary to the international organisation.\textsuperscript{31} In the edited anthology \textit{Selvstendig og beskyttet}
from 2008, the historian Roald Berg addresses this double-standard in Norwegian foreign
policy, and problematize the ethics of both conditional and unconditional cooperation with the
greater powers.\textsuperscript{32} In Berg’s book, Haug has written a chapter where he concludes that
Norwegian politicians never relied on the collective security system of the League at all.\textsuperscript{33}
Continuing Riste’s argumentation, he claims that Norway instead relied on their implied
protector – Great Britain.\textsuperscript{34}

Henrik Thune and Torgeir Larsen has criticised the traditional division of realist and
idealist motives in the discourse of Norwegian foreign policy, because such an approach
disregards the impact of pull factors from an external context.\textsuperscript{35} The confines of the nation
have limited the understanding of the international framework influencing national foreign

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{27} Lundestad (1985): 52
\item \textsuperscript{28} Haug claims that “small state realism” departs from classical realistic theory, but has been used in
geopolitically oriented research. Avoiding the larger political scientific debate, he states that political idealists
differs from realists in that they emphasize justice and duty instead of power relations. Haug (2012): 7-8
\item \textsuperscript{29} Ibid.: 443-444
\item \textsuperscript{30} Ibid.: 443-444
\item \textsuperscript{31} The economic crisis and the perception that Norway was ‘threat-free’ were the reasons for not increasing
Norway’s commitments during relatively peaceful times. In times of conflict, Norwegian delegates dropped the
idealist position as soon as there could be consequences to Norwegian interests. Ibid.: 443-444
\item \textsuperscript{32} Berg, R. (2008). \textit{Selvstendig og beskyttet. Det stormaktsgaranterte Norge fra Krimkrigen til NATO}. Bergen,
Fagbokforlaget Vigmøstad & Bjoørke AS: 16
\item \textsuperscript{33} Haug (2008). In: Berg (2008): 49-60
\item \textsuperscript{34} Ibid.: 49-60
\item \textsuperscript{35} Thune, H.; Larsen, T. (2000). “Utenrikspolitikk uten software. En teori om omdømme, populisme og andre
politiske trekkerfeter i små staters utenrikspolitikk”. In: Dale, G. et.al. \textit{Grenser for alt. Kritiske perspektiver på
norsk utenrikspolitikk}. Oslo, Spartacus Forlag AS: 70-78
\end{itemize}
policies. In an attempt to dislodge the study of Norwegian foreign policy from the shackles of national interests and values, the political scientists Iver B. Neumann and Benjamin De Carvalho specify the international orientation of Norway in their book *Small State Status Seeking - Norway’s quest for international standing* from 2015. In seeing ‘status seeking’ as acts undertaken to maintain or improve one’s position, they claim that it has been a key notion in Norwegian foreign policy from the start.\(^\text{36}\) Within their book, Leira shows how Norway sought international status as a sovereign state between 1814 and 1905. After achieving independence, the League became a forum for promoting the image of Norway as a peace-nation.\(^\text{37}\) This thesis may be confined to the Norwegian nation, but it expands existing research by examining Norway’s foreign policy regarding a geographically distant conflict in the international environment of the 1930s. Was Norwegian foreign policy makers uninterested because of the dispute’s remoteness? Or, did Norway’s distance to the conflicting parties facilitate peace-nation status seeking during the League proceedings?

There is still room for broadening the understanding of Norwegian foreign policy when it comes to choice of sources. In Ingrid Myrstad’s master thesis, she claims that historians have emphasized the politics - political decisions, wars, the relationship with great powers and neighbouring countries - and neglected the external foreign services when researching Norwegian foreign policy.\(^\text{38}\) This thesis will examine sources from different factions of Norwegian policy-making, but most notably I will be using the archives of Norway’s foreign legations in China and Japan.

In his book *Utenriksstjenesten* from 1954, Reidar Omang states that the envoys at Norwegian diplomatic and consular stations abroad are part of foreign policy-making.\(^\text{39}\) In Norway, the government exercise executive authority while the parliament (Storting) have legislative power. Only the most important matters are handled by the Norwegian Council of State with the King and the whole government present. The minister of each department thus exercise executive authority in all other cases. The Minister of Foreign Affairs may also delegate cases to subordinates enabling the Minister to concentrate on the most important matters at hand.\(^\text{40}\) When studying different periods or instances in the history of foreign policy, historians have mainly examined sources from the top of the hierarchy in Norwegian

\(^{36}\) Carvalho; Neumann (2015): 1-17


\(^{40}\) Ibid.: 10-12
policy making. The focus has been on Norwegian parliamentary debates, sources from the Ministry in Oslo and the personal letters of significant politicians. The findings from these sources are naturally important, but historians have often neglected examining the full machinery of decision-making in Norwegian foreign policy.

Within the framework provided by Norwegian law and the general instruction for the Foreign Services, Omang argues that the envoys at Norwegian foreign service stations exercise autonomous executive authority. Accordingly, Norway’s consular and diplomatic representatives abroad are foreign policy-makers to a certain degree. Thus, the two opening statements of this thesis, by the Foreign Minister and the head of the diplomatic station in China and Japan, both represent relevant views on Norwegian interests in foreign policy-making. However, the Minister’s practice of delegating executive authority does not imply that the subordinates may act against the will of the government. The officials at the Foreign Ministry and at the foreign service stations are unconditionally bound by the instructions from the Foreign Minister, and the entire Foreign Ministry apparatus is subjected to the will of the Norwegian Council of State. The historian Ferry de Goey claims that global historians have shown little interest in the foreign service stations in general. Since the archive from the Norwegian delegation in Genève is sorted among the archives of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, it is reasonable to claim that historians of Norwegian foreign policy often have neglected the archives from Norwegian foreign service stations across the world.

In this regard, it is worth mentioning that Norway’s foreign policy machinery was quite limited during the interwar years. Norway had only recently established its own foreign service, and so the Norwegian diplomatic and consular envoys abroad might have had a larger influence on foreign policy than they do today. For instance, Haug claims that the management of cases regarding the League of Nations was generally conducted by the people present at the meetings and conferences in Genève. Continuing one of Fure’s claims, he argues that Norwegian foreign policy in the interwar era was formed by a small, selected elite.

---

41 Ibid.: 10-12
42 Ibid.: 10-12
45 Haug (2012): 27-28
Even less people were involved in deciding the foreign policy towards the League of Nations.\textsuperscript{46} Thus, I argue that a certain influence from the diplomatic and consular officials abroad seem even more probable. Norway only had a few means of gaining information from around the world, which I claim increased the significance of the reports from distant consulates and legations.

1.2.2. Research literature on the League and the Sino-Japanese conflict

The lion’s share of literature about the League of Nations is written by contemporary actors or journalists, since researchers today have generally lost interest for the organisation. The most comprehensive study of the League is still \textit{A History of the League of Nations} written by Francis P. Walters, the League’s former Deputy Secretary-General. Published in 1952, the book provides a contemporary’s insight into the machinery of the organisation, but Walters tend to evaluate the League’s efforts in an overly favourable manner.\textsuperscript{47} In his opinion, the Manchurian Crisis was a turning-point in the history of the League, because it broke the common front that worked against another war breaking out.\textsuperscript{48} Here, the Manchurian Crisis is seen as the beginning of the League’s period of struggle that culminated with the collapse of the Covenant\textsuperscript{49} system. When the war broke out between China and Japan in 1937, he claims that most members sympathised with China and wanted to help, but that those with the power to help were hindered because they feared Japanese retaliation.\textsuperscript{50} Applying Walters’ book in research is problematic, but, as Haug notices, it is difficult to avoid in the lack of alternatives.\textsuperscript{51}

The literature on the League has often tended to focus on its shortcomings in preventing another war. In recent years, scholars have challenged this notion and argued that the interwar era and the League have to be studied on their own, and not only as explanations for the Second World War. The historian Zara Steiner’s book \textit{The Lights that failed} is one good example, even though her focus lies on the interwar period in general and not the League of Nations as such. Her tale of the era is one of post-war reconstruction after the Paris peace settlement, and the new international order brought forward by the European powers by

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{46} Ibid.: 434-435
\item \textsuperscript{47} Henig (2010): 220; Haug (2012): 15-17
\item \textsuperscript{48} Walters (1952): 466-467
\item \textsuperscript{49} The Covenant was the constitution of the League of Nations, drafted in 1919. For more information, please read Henig (2010): 25-53
\item \textsuperscript{50} Walters (1952): 735
\item \textsuperscript{51} Haug (2012): 16
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
the late 1920s. She argues that the collapse of the peace settlement after the First World war was not inevitable, but due to the persistence and severity of the Great Depression which in turn fostered large unemployment rates and socio-political division. She has been challenged by later historians, like Adam Tooze who emphasized the role of the United States and their mismanagement in international affairs in the explanation of the Second World War. Still, Steiner has been important as a framework for later research on the League of Nations.

Henig provides a different approach where she argues that the League’s general ineffectiveness mainly originated in fundamental disagreements about the organisations’ role. At the same time, she points out the benefits of the League experience to the creation of the United Nations after the Second World War. In her article Back to the League of Nations, Susan Pedersen similarly dismisses the “rise and fall”-tale of the League and analyses the organisation’s significance instead. She claims that the very mechanisms that made the League effective in some areas (protection of minorities and epidemics control), were factors that hindered disarmament negotiations. While Walters attributed the League’s failures in Manchuria and Abyssinia to the reluctance of the great powers, Pedersen and others have argued the fault to be the League’s mechanisms. For instance, she claims that the publicity of the League might have hindered its peacekeeping efforts, because public opinion might have affected what the delegates could and could not say, but not necessarily what they did. Pedersen mainly mentions the double-edged sword of publicity in relation to the great powers’, but I want to examine this further in regards to the Norwegian position. Could it be that public opinion in Norway influenced the delegates to give the impression of promoting idealism, but were in reality most concerned with Norwegian interests?

Norway’s role in the Manchurian Crisis has been examined by some scholars, but the conflict’s aftermath and the development towards the start of the second Sino-Japanese war is remarkably unstudied. An old but important book on the matter is The Scandinavian states
and the League of Nations, written in 1939 by the historian Samuel Shepard Jones. It is special because it provides the most extensive literature on the Scandinavian perspective, but Jones tends to view the policies of the states in an overly favourable manner.61 Jones mentions the Norwegian role since it was the only Scandinavian member of the Council at the time.62 He claimed that Norway and the other Scandinavian states saw Japanese actions as a threat to the whole international legal order, and generally urged the greater powers to act in accordance with the obligations of the Covenant.63 The notion that Norway supported League action against Japan has been accepted by most historians studying Norwegian foreign policy.64 It has, however, been challenged by historian Hans-Per Hem. In his Candidatus philologiae thesis, Norge, Folkeforbundet og Manchuria-konflikten from 1987, he claims that Norway changed position several times during the League proceedings.65 At the beginning of the conflict, he argues that the Norwegian delegation was passive and cautious at the Council in an attempt to safeguard Norwegian interests in East Asia.66 Then in 1932, Hem claims that they encouraged the League to enforce sanctions against Japan, because the Norwegian effort at the Council had been criticised by Norwegian and Swedish newspapers.67 In 1933, he argues that Norway went back to the passive and cautious approach from earlier, because they feared that an active position could endanger their economic interests in East Asia.68

In his study of Norwegian foreign policy at the League of Nations, Haug examines Norway’s role in the Manchurian Crisis briefly, and challenges the claim that Norway changed position during the League proceedings.69 According to Haug, the Norwegian policy at the Council was consistently trying to avoid getting involved.70 The reason that Norway promoted the use of sanctions against Japan in 1932 was not criticism from the press, but the fact that other smaller states did it first. Against this backdrop, Haug argues that it would have been more surprising if the Norwegians did not encourage a more active approach.71 He

61 As Haug claims, Jones portrays the Scandinavian states’ policies in a highly idealistic manner. Haug (2012): 18
62 Jones (1939): 256-258
63 Ibid.: 256-258
65 Hem (1987): 65
66 Ibid.: 65-75
67 Ibid.: 65-68
68 Ibid.: 75-82
69 Haug: (2012): 399-403
70 Ibid.: 403
71 Ibid.: 401-402
concludes that it was not in Norway’s interest that the League implemented a more active stance against Japan.\textsuperscript{72}

Both Haug and Hem provide interesting findings about Norwegian foreign policy regarding the League of Nations and the Manchurian Crisis, but they largely neglect sources from the Norwegian foreign service stations and official representatives in East Asia. The book \textit{Towards Friendship – The relationship between Norway and Japan, 1905-2005}, by the historian Eldrid I. Mageli, draws on some of Hem’s argumentation, but also implements sources from the foreign service stations. In the proceedings of the League, Walters claims that large segments of the foreign communities in East Asia sympathised with Japan in the Manchurian Crisis.\textsuperscript{73} Mageli argues that the same pro-Japanese sentiment was present among the Norwegian community, and that both diplomatic and consular officials in East Asia discouraged their superiors from taking an active stance against Japan.\textsuperscript{74} In an article from 2010, she further the findings of the book, and questions Norway’s role as a peace-nation during the Manchurian Crisis. Mageli claims that the foreign ministry was relatively indifferent to the events unfolding in East Asia, unless these influenced Norwegian economic and political interests.\textsuperscript{75} She also argues that Norwegian officials favoured Japan, because they saw it as a civilised state and an important commercial partner.\textsuperscript{76}

Both Hem, Haug and Mageli illuminate many interesting issues about Norway’s foreign policy in East Asia, many of which I will address in this thesis. The main difference between this thesis and previous research is that, I analyse a larger stretch of time than just the Manchurian Crisis. Furthermore, my approach will broaden Hem and Haug’s research by examining the sources from Norwegian foreign service stations. Mageli made use of these sources, but does not explore and discuss the material to the fullest since her book is a short overview. Because of this, her interesting findings come across as isolated events. In this thesis I will therefore discuss existing research and new material within the larger context of Norwegian Foreign Policy. Drawing inspiration from Haug’s PhD Thesis, I will also discuss his theory about Norwegian small state realism at the League of Nations in regard to Norwegian actions in the Sino-Japanese conflict.

\textsuperscript{72} Ibid.: 403
\textsuperscript{73} Walters (1952): 469-470
\textsuperscript{74} Mageli (2006): 25-33
\textsuperscript{75} Mageli (2010): 17-18
\textsuperscript{76} Ibid.: 17-18
1.3. Research questions and terminology

The main research question for this thesis is “What were Norway’s actions in the Sino-Japanese conflict 1931-1938, how was the dispute viewed by different foreign policy-makers, and what does it signify in regard to the history of Norwegian foreign policy?”. Since the full period has not been studied comprehensively before, this thesis will determine the nature of Norwegian foreign policy regarding the Sino-Japanese conflict, but also ask what considerations the Norwegian position prioritized. The answers to these questions are significant, since they convey what was deemed the most important in Norwegian foreign policy-making, and how diplomatic and consular officials abroad influenced these decisions. These issues are also important today, because it is related to contemporary Norwegian foreign policy in East Asia and, ultimately, Norway’s role in international politics. Furthermore, it can provide insight into the political mind-set of smaller states in international relations.

1.3.1. Clarification of terms

In his book Norsk utenrikspolitikk etter 1814, Roald Berg explains that “foreign policy” is the part of governance that deals with the state’s relationship to other states. 77 This task comprises of both securing the interests of the state, and protect the state’s citizens in regard to foreign governments and international or intergovernmental organisations, like the United Nations, the European Union and so forth. 78 Riste has pointed to a difference between the Norwegian and English term for foreign policy. 79 In English, the term “foreign policy” means a course of action adopted and pursued by a government, while “foreign relations” signifies the various modes in which one country or state, is brought into contact with another by political and commercial interests. The Norwegian term “utenrikspolitikk”, however, usually covers the meanings of both the English terms. 80 This thesis will deploy the usual English understanding of ’foreign policy’, but it is an important notion to keep in mind in order not to misunderstand the Norwegian literature.

This thesis will study Norway’s actions in the Sino-Japanese conflict, but what does the term “Norway” signify? The simple answer is that it means the Norwegian government. However, during the interwar period Norway experienced profound political and social
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disunity, which Riste claims was only partially solved before the Second World War. The entire interwar period was characterised by rapidly changing minority governments, which increased the Norwegian parliament’s influence on the formation and management of Norwegian foreign policy. In this kind of environment, is it even possible to talk about a continuous Norwegian position regarding the Sino-Japanese conflict? Despite changing governments, Haug claims that Norwegian foreign policy at the League was decided by a small, selective elite. As this thesis will show, Norway’s position in the conflict largely paralleled its League policy of small state realism. Furthermore, I will argue that Norway’s position is highly consistent. The course of Norwegian foreign policy was not radically changed by the swiftly changing governments or the parliament taking the lead. Instead, the development seems to have happened over time due to the changing international environment. This is also consistent with Riste’s theory of the continuity of Norwegian foreign policy within a changing international framework.

When this thesis applies the term “the Sino-Japanese conflict”, it refers to the period from the Manchurian Crisis in 1931 until the end of the Second Sino-Japanese War in 1945. This closely follows the official Chinese historical narrative, referred to by the political scientist Zheng Wang, where the Manchurian Crisis is seen as the beginning of fourteen years of Japanese occupation. The term is not meant to imply that there was one continuous conflict between China and Japan from 1931 until 1938. The term is used as a means to generalize the complex development from the Manchurian Crisis until the war starts. To clarify, the geographical entity called Manchuria constitutes the northernmost provinces of today’s China: Liaoning, Jilin, Heilongjiang and parts of Inner Mongolia. After 1905, Japan gained a sphere of influence in Southern Manchuria due to their victory over Russia. Through a semi-governmental railway company, they gained control of the railway network and towns nearby. After military detachments had been stationed in the area, Japan held direct control of
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81 From the summer of 1920 until the spring of 1935, Norway had 9 cabinets where none lasted longer than 2 years. Ibid.: 111-114
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85 Oxford Dictionaries “Manchuria” [Internet] Available at: http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/Manchuria#m_en_gb0496460 [Read 13.11.2016]
Southern Manchuria through a formal colonial apparatus. The term “Manchuria” is controversial in itself, because it signifies earlier Chinese rulers’ and foreign attempts at portraying this region as different from the rest of China in order to claim it for themselves.

Keeping that in mind, this thesis will still make use of the term since it was common when referring to the geographical area at the time.

In this thesis, I use the system of transliteration from Mandarin Chinese known as “hanyu pinyin” (Chinese phonetics). The exceptions will be when the person or place in question is better known by its English transliteration than the Chinese counterpart. Before the Chinese Communist Party developed a method for writing their language with the Latin alphabet, a lot of Chinese names and places had a version that only foreigners used which differed from the original Chinese term in both spelling and pronunciation. Chiang Kai-Shek is fairly well known in the Western world as a leader of the Nationalist Party, Kuomintang. In Mandarin Chinese, however, he was called Jiang Jieshi and was the leader of the Guomindang. Whenever I use the old, foreign term for a Chinese person or place, I will provide the contemporary Chinese term in the footnotes. I will abbreviate the “Norwegian Ministry of Foreign Affairs” as the “NMFA” in the footnotes as well.

1.3.2. Delimitation of time

The scarce historical research about this topic has mainly concerned itself with Norway’s position during the Manchurian Crisis. In order to study Norwegian foreign policy regarding the Sino-Japanese conflict at greater length, I have decided to examine the period from the Manchurian Crisis started on 18th of September 1931, and as far as 1938 when the second Sino-Japanese War had begun. This thesis will only deal with the first two years of the war (1937-1938). Primarily, this is because the beginning was the most relevant and interesting with regards to the involvement of Norway and the League of Nations. Norway returned to unconditional neutrality in 1938, and the League had exhausted all options of collective action in the conflict by that point. Additionally, the Allied powers decided on a 'Europe First' strategy as soon as the Second World War started in 1939. Germany invaded Norway in April 1940. During the German occupation of Norway from April 1940 to May 1945, the
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Norwegian government sought refuge in Britain.\textsuperscript{91} The aim of their foreign policy was naturally to gain Norwegian sovereignty back, and being situated in London made it difficult to keep in contact with the overseas foreign service stations.\textsuperscript{92} It would have been possible to extend the time frame of this thesis until 1945, since one of the Norwegian foreign service stations in China survived the war.\textsuperscript{93} Ultimately, however, I decided not to do so because of the lack of space.

\subsection*{1.4. The primary sources}

Most of the source material for this thesis is from the Norwegian National Archives (Riksarkivet) in Oslo. The National Archives provides electronical lists of contents of both archives I have focused my research upon, which has helped a great deal towards finding and collecting the relevant sources.\textsuperscript{94}

The first archive is called “Utenriksstasjonene, Ambassaden/Legasjonen i Beijing, Kina- RA/S-2610”. This archive is from the Norwegian legation between 1920 and 1950, which means that the documents are both from when it was situated in Beijing and Shanghai. The archive consists of 12 shelf meters, and was in principle separated from the archive of General Consulate when both foreign service stations were in Shanghai.\textsuperscript{95} This archive also contains significant material from the Norwegian legation in Tokyo, which I have made use of in this thesis. I examined the archive from the General Consulate in Shanghai as well, but did not find anything relevant that could not already be found at the archive of the Norwegian legation. Most of the material I have gathered from this archives consists of reports, letters and telegrams between the Norwegian legation in Tokyo, the General Consulate in Shanghai, the Norwegian delegation to the League of Nations and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Often, a report written at the legation in Tokyo was sent to both the General Consulate and the Foreign Ministry, and then the latter forwarded the report to the Norwegian delegation in Genève. Secondly, this thesis has used material from the archive named

\textsuperscript{91} Riste (2005, 2001): 140-182
\textsuperscript{92} Neumann; Leira (2005): 213-217
\textsuperscript{94} In accordance with the source criticism in the book Å gripe fortida by Astri Andresen, Sissel Rosland, Teemu Ryymin and Svein A. Skålevåg, I have chosen to analyse the archives that I found to be the most relevant to my research questions. Andresen, A; Rosland, S; Ryymin, T.; Skålevåg, S. A. (2012). Å gripe fortida. Innføring i historisk forståing og metode. Oslo, Det Norske Samlaget: 45
\textsuperscript{95} The Norwegian legation became an embassy in 1943. Arkivportalen. "Utenriksstasjonene, Den norske legasjon i Kina". Available at: http://www.arkivportalen.no/side/arkiv/detaljer?arkivId=no-a1450-01000001365910
“Utenriksdepartementet, Den Norske delegasjon til Folkeforbundet – RA/S-6418”. It consists of 2 shelf meters of material from the Norwegian delegation to the League of Nations between 1920 and 1939. The source material I have used from this archive also consists of reports, telegrams and letters between the delegation in Genève, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Oslo, the General Consulate in Shanghai and the legation in Tokyo.

In addition to the National Archives, I have used material from the Archives of the Norwegian parliament (Stortingsarkivet). I have studied the national budgets of Norway and the parliamentary debates (Stortingsforhandlingene), which are digitally available to the public. Additionally, I have examined the reports from closed meetings at the Norwegian parliament. This material is available to the public, and was stored on a CD by the Archives of the National Parliament in 2000. This thesis also contains statistics provided by the Statistical Yearbook of Norway, edition 1931 and 1938. These are electronically available through the home page of Statistics Norway (Statistisk sentralbyrå).

Since this thesis focuses on Norwegian foreign policy and foreign services, I have not made use of the personal archive of Nicolai Aall, general consul in Shanghai, at the Norwegian National Library. This is because I find it unlikely that this archive would provide additional relevant information, which is not revealed in the official archives from the Norwegian foreign services. There is also an archive called “Utenriksstasjonene, Ambassaden i Tokyo, Japan - RA/S-2416”, which I have not used since it only contains material from the time after the research period of this thesis (1940-1955). In accordance with the historian Ludmilla Jordanova’s guidelines on source criticism in History in Practice, I have identified the relevant sources, read them critically and accurately, evaluated them and integrated the findings into this thesis.  

1.5. The Norwegian Foreign Services in East-Asia

In the interwar era, it was not common for Norway to have embassies or ambassadors. Instead the diplomatic stations were called legations, and were headed by a minister serving as Norway’s most important diplomatic representative in foreign countries. The word “sendemann” (envoy) was also used interchangeably with “minister” before 1943. In addition
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to the minister, Norway had salaried and unsalaried consuls all over the world, which served as non-diplomatic representatives primarily tending to commercial and consular matters. The period between the two world wars represented an era of change for the Norwegian Foreign Services from so-called “old diplomacy” to “new diplomacy”. Neumann and Leira argues that this meant a general shift towards professionalisation and standardisation. Accordingly, the leadership at Norwegian legations were now supposed to be diplomats rather than consuls. The reorganisation of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs from 1922 also valued enhancing the Norwegian representation overseas, as long as it did not happen at the expense of the legations in Europe. According to the national budgets from 1919 to 1937, there were primarily three places in Asia and the Pacific that had Norwegian representation: Australia, India and China/Japan. Throughout the period, the Foreign Ministry had a salaried minister to China/Japan and salaried general consul in China, while Australia only had one general consul and India had an unsalaried one. Thus, the minister to China and Japan was the only Norwegian diplomatic representative in Asia at the time.

### 1.5.1. Norway’s representatives and foreign service stations in East Asia

From 1920 until 1941, the Norwegian foreign ministry operated with a joint minister position to China and Japan. This system of dual accreditation meant that he served as national representative to China in addition to Japan where he resided. Between 1931 and 1935, this position was occupied by Ludvig C. M. Aubert. Within the Norwegian state administration, it was tradition for officials to have a background in law (candidatus juris). This was the case with Aubert too, who had been working for the Ministry of Foreign Affairs since the dissolution of the union with Sweden in 1905. After having been general consul of Montreal.
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97 Neumann; Leira (2005): 542-545
98 Ibid.: 71-74
99 Neumann and Leira (2005): 71-74
102 Neumann, I. B. & Leira, H. (2005): 542, 545. The legation in Tokyo was established in 1931, but there had been a legation in Beijing since 1919. It merged with the General Consulate in Shanghai when the minister moved to Tokyo, however, and left the general consul Nicolai Aall as charge d'affaires of the Norwegian legation/General Consulate in Shanghai. Mageli (2006): 28, 33
103 Omang (1954): 95-96

When he left East Asia in 1935, the position as joint minister was handed over to Finn Koren. With a background in law, he was from the same generation of foreign ministry officials as Aubert. Having previously served as general consul in the Japanese city of Kobe, Koren would function as joint minister to China and Japan until the Second World War started.\footnote{Høibo, G. J. (1941). “Finn Koren”. In: Sleken Koren: utarbeidet på grunnlag av Prost L. St. Korens familieopptegnelser og riksarkivar Kristian Korens stamtavle av 1898: 122. Available at: http://www.nb.no/nbso/nb/1cdd62327b5c22bf32c24f5b2bc95233.nddigital?lang=no#121 [Read 13.11.2016]; Mageli (2006): 33}

To travel in the 1930s was a time consuming undertaking, which meant that the joint minister in Tokyo only visited China occasionally.\footnote{The journey between Tokyo and Beijing took about 5-10 days. Mageli (2006): 33} Thus, the system of joint minister was a clear limitation of Norwegian diplomatic services in China, and lasted until 1942 when diplomatic relations with Japan were discontinued because of the war.\footnote{Ibid.: 33, 46}


The Norwegian poet, Nordahl Grieg, mentions Aall in a travelogue from visiting a famous bar in Shanghai, and remarks the man as being “one of the very few managing to keep his cool during all the commotion out here”.\footnote{Grieg, N. (1927). Kinesiske Dage. Oslo, Gyldendal: 78. Available at: http://www.nb.no/nbso/nb/42f0f066686acce05eec2f5d791c667ee?index=5#77 [Read 13.11.2016]}

It is, however, unknown whether Grieg was referring to the civil war or the circumstances at the bar. With a background in Law, Aall made his career in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. According to my sources, he was regarded suitable as a consul but not for a diplomatic position. When the minister in Tokyo asked for a leave of absence, he mentioned a concern on whether Aall could fill his position or not.\footnote{Lauritz Gronvold to the NMFA (24.02.1925). Riksarkivet. Utenriksstasjonene, Ambassaden/Legasjoner i Beijing, Kina. RA/S-2610/D/Da/L0020.} This was not because of any unfavourable personal trait on...
Aall’s part, but due to him being a businessman which meant he could not legally hold the title of charge d’affaires in Japan. Since Aall’s company competed with other Norwegian businesses in China and Japan, another concern was that they might not look fondly upon further incorporating him into the work of the official legation. According to Mageli, however, Aall still gained the title of charge d’affaires at the legation in China, when the minister moved to the new legation in Tokyo in 1931.

1.5.2. Norwegian interests in China and Japan

Originally, the most important prospects for Norwegians coming to China had been shipping, missionary work and well-paid positions in the Chinese custom services. The Sinologist Erling von Mende claims that both shipping and missionary work in China became economically, politically and religiously important to Norway after the 1890s. In their book about Norwegians in Shanghai the last 150 years, the authors Seeberg and Filseth emphasize shipping in particular as a crucial component in the development of the Sino-Norwegian relationship. Shipping and shipbuilding were also some of the few areas where Norway and Japan stood on relatively equal footing. The Norwegian merchant fleet increased by 40% between 1929 and 1939, which meant it became the fourth largest in the world after Britain, the US and Japan. The Japanese shipping boom of the 1920s and 30s had made them one of Norway’s most serious rivals in the Far East. Still, Norwegian ships frequently arrived in Japanese harbours during the 1930s. In fact, Mageli claims that, between 1907 and the Second World War, Norway held the position as the fourth or fifth most important shipping nation in Japanese waters, after Japan, Great Britain, USA and occasionally Germany. Thus, it is clear that shipping represented the most important Norwegian economic interest in China. The economist Charles F. Remer estimated that Norwegian investments in China were close...
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to 500,000 US dollars in 1931. In comparison, he claims that total foreign investments in China amounted to just over 3 billion USD in 1931.

As shown in the graph below, the total export value of Norwegian exports to a selection of countries from 1913 to 1937 suggest that the trade of goods with Japan became more important than the one with China. The export value of goods to Japan were slightly lower than the one to China from 1913 to 1929. In the 1930s, however, the export value of goods to Japan gradually increased while the exports to China decreased to less than half the value of 1925. It is important to note that the 1920s was a period of economic decline in Norway, and improved only after 1933. The export value of goods to Japan reached a low point in 1929 and 1931, but from then on there is a general increase until the beginning of the Second World War. In 1935, the export of goods to Japan had in fact increased to an almost five times higher value than in 1931, which amounted to 3.28% of Norway’s total export value that year. According to my sources, the trade balance with both countries was completely in Norway’s favour making the import values of goods close to irrelevant.

The main import articles from China was tea and silk, but as general consul Aall put it in 1934: “Chinese imports to Norway are of very small significance”.

The imports from Japan were modest throughout the period as well, and mainly comprised of manufactured textiles, fodder, manufactured tallow, oil and rubber.
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The total export value of goods from Norway to China and Japan should not be overestimated, however. Between 1930 and 1937, the export to China represented only 0.53-1.45 % of Norway’s total export value of goods. During the same time, the exports value to Japan amounted to 1.34 % at its lowest and 3.28 % at its highest. The export value of goods to China stayed low throughout the 1930s, while the one to Japan increased overall. In comparison, Norway’s most important market for goods export was Great Britain with a total of 28.07 % in 1931 and 25.14 % in 1937. Thus, the exports of goods to Japan and China was not that important to Norway in general.

The value of exports to Japan is, however, comparable to the exports to other European countries. The graph indicates that the export of goods to Japan was worth more than the one to the Netherlands in 1935. When the second Sino-Japanese War started in 1937, the exports to Japan were not far off from the total export values of goods to Denmark and Netherlands, and far more valuable than the one to China. The fact that the total export value to Japan is comparable to the one to the Netherlands is interesting, because the former had to be transported a far greater distance. This means that the value of the exports to Japan were sufficient to make the increased transportation costs worthwhile.

The total export value of goods to China remained lower than the one to Japan throughout the 1930s. Thus, official trade statistics suggest that Japan was worth more than China as a market for the Norwegian trade of goods 1931-1937. Furthermore, the statistics provided above does not include the export of services (shipping in particular), which
probably was Norway’s most important export to China and Japan. To Norway, China’s significance lay in its possibly vast market for Norwegian products. Japan, on the other hand, had become a great power and competitor that continuously challenged Norway in several key areas. The trade in East Asia might not have been of great importance to Norway in general, but it was quite significant to some industries. In shipping and paper exports, Norway was at the fore in East Asia, competing with other Scandinavian countries, Japan, Great Britain, the US and Germany. For instance, Mageli claims that the export of synthetic silk to Japan in 1934 saved at least one Norwegian company from the recession.

1.6. Thesis structure

The main objectives of this thesis is to analyse Norway’s actions in the Sino-Japanese conflict 1931-1938, study how the dispute was viewed by different foreign policy-makers, and discuss its significance in relation to the history of Norwegian foreign policy. In order to answer the research questions, this thesis is divided into five chapters. This first chapter has introduced the research topic and questions, positioned them within the historiography and determined the method and framework for the rest of this thesis. In the following, the Sino-Japanese conflict is divided into three research chapters in chronological order. Each of these chapters will show the perspectives in both Genève and East Asia (and Oslo if applicable), in order to determine how the Sino-Japanese conflict was seen by different Norwegian foreign policy-makers.

In chapter 2, I examine Norwegian actions during the Manchurian Crisis from 1931 until 1933. I will argue that Norway continuously tried to avoid getting involved, and held a low profile during the proceedings of the League. Norwegian foreign policy were decided based on the country’s economic interests in East Asia and status seeking to become a perceived peace-nation. Furthermore, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs relied on the first hand information of the Norwegian diplomatic and consular representatives in East Asia, whose reports were often coloured by the representatives’ opinion of the conflict and the two countries involved.

The third chapter analyses Norwegian actions during the Sino-Japanese ceasefire from 1933 until 1937. Since the Manchurian Crisis ended with the League members condemning Japan, I argue that the following years were characterized by Norway attempting to restore the
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relationship in order to safeguard and develop its interests in East Asia. Despite Norwegian
proclamations of altruist motivations, it was trade, shipping and industry interests that really
mattered to the foreign policy-makers. At the same time, they were generally careful to
comply with the League and the international community’s expectations, because a deviate
foreign policy course could potentially hinder Norway’s status seeking ambitions.

Chapter 4 deals with Norway’s actions in 1937 and 1938 regarding the second Sino-
Japanese war. I will argue that Norwegian foreign policy still revolved around not getting
involved, but now it was mainly motivated by the emerging need for national security. Along
with other smaller members, Norway tried to hinder the League’s efforts on China’s behalf,
because they worried that it could pull the country into a war between the great powers.
Meanwhile, two very different images of the war were communicated to the Ministry from
the foreign service stations in East Asia. From his viewpoint in Shanghai, general consul Aall
was eager to dismiss the Chinese descriptions of Japanese warfare. The reports from Tokyo,
on the other hand, emphasized the country’s symptoms of militaristic dictatorship.

The fifth and final chapter of this thesis will provide my conclusion based on the
research findings, and discuss Norway’s position regarding the Sino-Japanese conflict within
the larger history of Norwegian foreign policy.
Chapter 2: The Manchurian Crisis 1931-1933

On the 18th of September 1931, a bomb explosion in Northern China initiated a larger crisis that would become the first of the League’s failures at peacekeeping. The Chinese appeal to the League and to the United States made the Manchurian Crisis an international issue. By bringing the matter to the League, the conflict became an issue for Norwegian foreign policy-makers as well, and even more so since Norway was at the centre of proceedings as a non-permanent member of the Council. According to Haug, it was a mystery that Norway agreed to a seat at the Council at all, since it departed from the usual Norwegian notion of staying outside of power politics in international affairs. This chapter will examine the onset of the conflict first, by analysing Norway’s actions during the proceedings, and the perspective in East Asia provided by numerous reports by Nicolai Aall and Ludvig Aubert. Then, I will discuss my findings in relation to the League’s final report and verdict of the Manchurian Crisis, which led to the Japanese withdrawal as a member of the League. In the end, this chapter adds the discussions in the Norwegian parliament which dealt with the conflict briefly in 1932 and 1933. As this chapter will show, Norwegian foreign policy in the Manchurian Crisis is crucial to the understanding of Norway’s actions in the Sino-Japanese conflict in general, because it lay the foundation for the rest of the period.

2.1. The Mukden Incident

The incident that triggered the conflict happened in the city of Mukden in Manchuria. At the time, it was difficult to ascertain who had initiated the conflict, because both China and Japan blamed each other. According to Steiner, the matter received a confused response at the League of Nations at first, mainly because the dispute was regarded as very remote to an

129 The United States was not a member of the League of Nations. As one of the signatories of the Kellogg-Briand Pact, however, it had agreed to renounce war as an instrument of national policy, and to solve conflicts only through peaceful means. Henig (2010): 59-62, 105-106
130 Steiner (2005): 720
131 Fure (1996): 192. The Council was designed to be the main engine of the League with the great power members taking the primary lead. It comprised of the permanent great power seats (Britain, France, Italy, Japan, and later Germany) and four smaller non-permanent seats. Henig (2010): 27, 43
132 Haug concludes that Norwegian policy-makers might have agreed just because it was their turn and that the timing seemed feasible. Haug (2012): 32
134 Young (1998): 57-58
organisation that was fundamentally Eurocentric in its concerns. The United States, the Soviet Union and Britain were the three foreign powers most involved in East Asia, and only the latter was a member of the League. At the same time, the Netherlands and France were inclined to side with Japan, because they viewed it as the better bet in relation to their colonial interest in the region. Both Germany and Italy maintained a low profile as well showing no inclinations the one way or the other for now. Seeing that none of the great power members favoured intervention, Steiner argues that it became the responsibility of the smaller states to make the defence of China a test of the League’s prestige. While the discussions went on in Genève, the Japanese army occupied the city of Mukden and large parts of Manchuria. Furthermore, as retaliation against anti-Japanese protests in Shanghai, the Japanese attacked the city in January 1932. Being a cosmopolitan city with a large foreign settlement, the bombing of Shanghai got wide international attention and condemnation. The Japanese ended up leaving Shanghai after four months, but their efforts of consolidating the occupied territories in the northeast would soon result in the establishment of the Japanese-aligned puppet state, “Manchukuo”.

2.1.1 Initial discussions at the League of Nations

A few days after the Mukden Incident, the Council of the League of Nations had their first meeting regarding the Manchurian Crisis. Japan was present as a great power and permanent member, while China had just taken the seat as non-permanent member of the Council. Both sides were called upon and agreed to withdraw their troops as soon as possible.

What was Norway’s initial reaction to the conflict in East Asia? At first, Steiner claims there was a general sense of optimism amongst the Council members regarding the conflict. The initial meetings were attended by the Norwegian representative Birger Braadland, Foreign Minister of the Farmers’ Party (Bondepartiet) government. According to a report made by an unnamed member of the Norwegian delegation, Braadland supported the effort towards joint military withdrawal, but also expressed his grave concern should the
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situation develop into a serious conflict between two members of the League of Nations. Furthermore, the unnamed Norwegian delegate assured the Ministry of Foreign Affairs that he was convinced there soon would be a satisfactory solution to the conflict: “[…] I hope that when we gather for a new meeting […] we will get to congratulate both the League of Nations and the two governments in successfully finding a final solution to this matter”. The initial Norwegian reaction was based on a belief that the conflict would be temporary, and that a peaceful solution was at hand. This belief continued during the next meetings in late September, because the delegation could report that the Council had received reassuring telegrams from the Japanese government. In the report, the unnamed delegate admitted that the Japanese and the Chinese description of events differed somewhat from each other. Still, his report expressed a general optimism and pride that the League had acted as quickly as they did.

Why was there such a moderate response to the Mukden-incident in Genève initially? Steiner argues that this was because the most engaged great powers in East Asia – The United States, Britain and the Soviet Union - were preoccupied with other matters. The Soviet Union was in no position to answer militarily, while Britain, having just left the gold standard, faced a major financial crisis. In the meantime, the United States were combating the persisting Depression, and were unprepared to pay much attention to the events in East Asia. According to Henig, another reason for the muted response was the particular circumstances of the conflict, which came to shape the perceptions of the League members. Even before the crisis, Japan had the right to station troops in the area to protect their enterprises, nationals and interests. Furthermore, Manchuria was not technically one of the 18 provinces of China, since it had been ruled by different independent warlords since 1911. This facilitated the Japanese portraying their role in Manchuria as maintaining order against corrupt and unlawful Chinese elements. Henig also claims that Western governments
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perceived Japanese actions in Manchuria through a fundamentally racial filter.\textsuperscript{147} For instance, since significant restrictions on Japanese immigration had been implemented in the United States, Henig claims that some argued it to be reasonable that Japan expanded into a country “[…] where there was a yellow race already”.\textsuperscript{148}

Despite the promising initial reports from the delegation, a solution was far from imminent when the Council met again in October. This time, the Council decided to adopt a resolution stating that Japan had to withdraw their troops from occupied territories before their next meeting on the 16\textsuperscript{th} of November.\textsuperscript{149} In a telegram to the Foreign Ministry, the Norwegian delegation explained that the negotiations had been prolonged because of the conflict’s complexity. They also confirmed their goal of staying objective, while finding a solution in accordance with the guidelines provided by the Covenant. The delegation maintained that there was no reason to believe the conflict would drag on for much longer. Braadland had supported the resolution proposal, and believed it would be implemented by both China and Japan. At the meeting, he had also expressed confidence in the desire for peace in both countries, and in the weight of the world opinion. Lastly, Braadland had underlined the importance of the cooperation with the United States, who had been allowed to participate in the Council’s proceedings regarding the Manchurian Crisis.\textsuperscript{150}

How did Norwegian foreign policy-makers consider the League’s proceedings and the prospect of solving the conflict? Hem claims that Braadland foresaw two possible approaches for the League.\textsuperscript{151} They could either continue negotiations with both parties, or take the more drastic step and act according to article 16 of the Covenant, which dealt with the economic, political and military consequences for any member defying League obligations by resorting to war.\textsuperscript{152} According to Hem, Braadland wrote that: “In my opinion, the [approach of enforcing article 16] would cause significant qualms. It would most likely lead to Japan withdrawing from the League of Nations, and provides little prospect of preventing a warlike conflict”.\textsuperscript{153} The League of Nations’ decided to solve the Manchurian Crisis through
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multilateral negotiations in the beginning, which suited the Norwegian government well. Between 1931 and the spring of 1932, Hem argues that Norway assumed a particularly cautious and passive role at the Council. He illustrates this with a quote from an interview with the foreign minister, Braadland, at the time: “[In this matter] we have to consider Norwegian interests to avoid overextending ourselves. This would hurt both ourselves and the case. It would be best to exercise some caution. There are no benefits to causing an empty demonstration that would be misunderstood”. According to Haug, this was an approach that suited the Norwegian government as well.

Hem claims that Norway was criticised in Norwegian and Swedish newspapers for its passive attitude at the Council during the Manchurian Crisis. As the only Scandinavian state on the Council between 1930 and 1933, Jones argues that Braadland did not take as strong a stand as the Swedish Foreign Minister had done during the Corfu Affair a few years earlier. Jones admits that the two cases were not entirely similar, but claims that Braadland did not take any lead against Japan in 1931 because of the Great Powers’ attitude. According to Steiner, undertaking forceful measures under any article of the Covenant was extremely delicate for the great powers, because they did not want to risk war with another great power. Meanwhile, both Norwegian and other Scandinavian newspapers argued that Norway’s actions should reflect its responsibilities as a small power and its obligations as a member of the League. In their view, Japan was overextending the concept of justified self-defence, and endangered the whole international order in the process. According to Jones, however, Braadland did not take an active stance against Japan yet, but supported the Council’s efforts to negotiate between the involved parties.

The situation in East Asia continued to deteriorate further in January 1932, when the Japanese army bombed Shanghai to retaliate against anti-Japanese protests there. The
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operations were conducted from the International Settlement in Shanghai, and were widely recorded by Western expatriates and journalists in the area.\textsuperscript{164} It was decided to hold a Special session of the Assembly in early March, the second of its kind in the history of the League.\textsuperscript{165} At this meeting, Hem claims that Braadland showed initiative to advocate the use of sanctions against Japan, and the Swedish delegate openly criticised the League for not acting sooner.\textsuperscript{166} Hem argues that, in the course of two weeks, Braadland and the government had changed their stand from “considering Norwegian interests to avoid overextending”, to “take appropriate action in accordance with the Covenant”.\textsuperscript{167} The government explained it as a response to the failed negotiations up until then, but Hem argues that it was the criticism from the media that made them have a change of heart.\textsuperscript{168}

Hem’s arguments have been challenged by Haug, who points to the fact that Braadland was not alone in advocating a more active approach.\textsuperscript{169} Braadland was just one of many, who participated in a small rebellion against the lack of will to settle the conflict through a firmer approach. According to Haug, it was the Belgians that initiated the criticism, followed up by Switzerland and Czechoslovakia.\textsuperscript{170} With this backdrop, he argues that it would have been even more remarkable if Braadland had not said anything.\textsuperscript{171} Steiner claims that the Assembly were in general more sympathetic to China’s cause than the Council.\textsuperscript{172} When the special Assembly continued on the 11\textsuperscript{th} of March, she states that speaker after speaker blamed the great powers for failing to protect China, disgracing the League’s principles and drawing out the proceedings.\textsuperscript{173} Haug admits that one cannot dismiss the effect of the press criticism on the Norwegian government’s decision, but argues that it was neither the only nor the main explanation.\textsuperscript{174} As mentioned above, Norway had been inclined to take a passive role at the Council in the Sino-Japanese conflict. This foreign policy course became very difficult to pursue, however, when the discussions moved to the Assembly, where the mood among the other smaller states promoted the League’s implementation of sanctions.
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According to Haug, Braadland’s speech was the first and only Norwegian encouragement of applying the sanctions policy of the League.175

2.1.2 Reports from the East Asia

How was the Manchurian Crisis seen by Norwegian foreign policy-makers in East Asia?

Henig claims many western diplomats in Japan knew what the Japanese army was planning in Manchuria, because they had seen the emergence of deep-seated nationalist sentiment challenging the League-friendly policies of the Japanese government.176 Initially, Ludvig Aubert, the Norwegian minister to China and Japan, was in Shanghai. Thus, the charge d’affaires in Tokyo, Christian P. Reusch, was a bit cautious in his interpretation of events to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. He was also lacking information according to his first report on the conflict: “By the time this message arrives, Norwegian newspapers will probably have provided more reliable information about the conflict’s emergence than the legation is able to at this point. Here one only gets the official Japanese reports which put the blame solely on the Chinese troops”.177 At the time, it must have been difficult to determine the severity of the conflict. After all, there had been several incidents between China and Japan before.178 When the conflict grew more severe, however, it became clear to Reusch that the Japanese government was not in control of their own military.179 “As a neutral observer”, Reusch wrote, “I cannot avoid getting the impression that the position of the [Japanese] government would be strengthened only by approaching the army’s stance in the Manchurian question”.180

According to Steiner, Reusch was right – the Japanese government was losing control over the army in Manchuria.181 Furthermore, a small group of nationalist officers started a series of political assassinations that continued until the summer of 1932. Steiner claims that nothing the League could do would have prevented the formal inauguration of the new puppet
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state of Manchukuo on the 9th of March 1932. At the same time, the Japanese government could do nothing, except stall their own recognition of the new state.

Similarly, Reusch regarded the Japanese government as being caught in a catch 22-situation. Firstly, the Japanese demanded direct negotiations with China without any third parties involved, which Reusch commented would be refused by the Chinese until the Japanese troops had been withdrawn. Secondly, the Japanese demanded governmental control of the anti-Japanese movement. Here, Reusch agreed that the movement had become large and dangerous, but still not comparable to the persecution of Chinese in Korea under Japanese leadership. Last but not least, they refused to withdraw any troops from Manchuria before the Chinese had established peace, order and security in the occupied territories. Reusch, on the other hand, claimed that: “to this the Chinese could argue with some justification that during the Manchurian Crisis the Japanese government have not shown themselves as possessing the necessary power either, but has entrusted it to the army”. Lastly, Reusch wrote that he was of the opinion that Japan’s actions could not be classified as self-defence anymore. Still, he reasoned that the Japanese would concur if the League of Nations decided on a reasonable timeframe for withdrawing the Japanese troops from the occupied territories.

The Norwegian minister to China and Japan, Ludvig Aubert, moved from Shanghai to Tokyo shortly after the Mukden Incident. From early November 1931, he wrote most of the reports back to the Foreign Ministry, and his view on the events was slightly different from Reusch’s interpretation. After a visit to the Japanese foreign minister, he sent his first report. Whereas the usual reports to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs were about 2-4 pages long, Aubert wrote nine pages which can be seen as a reflection of his deep concern regarding the drama in Manchuria. Aubert wrote that he saw it as part of his minister task to tell not only the facts, but also his thoughts on what was happening “so that our government may then
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decide how to act. Thus, I will safely assume that my claims will not be misunderstood".  
He believed that the League of Nations’ main concern in the matter was a fear of losing 
prestige if they did not demonstrate their influence on a mighty nation like Japan. Aubert 
on the other hand claimed that “a too excessive and firm performance towards Japan would 
by no means advance the goal [of a settlement between China and Japan]. He argued that 
there was no reason to doubt the Japanese when they said that they were not starting a war. 
Thus, Aubert recommended letting China and Japan mostly resolve the conflict themselves.

In his opinion, Norway should follow the US and declare its neutrality in the conflict, because 
he saw it as the safest and most righteous position for Norway as well.

Why did Aubert recommend the Foreign Ministry to stay neutral in the conflict? Later 
in his report, he explained his views more thoroughly and argued that:

“China is filled with inner strife, individual power lust, ubiquitous corruption, unreliability 
and bluffs in international relations. Furthermore, in recent years the country has shown a 
growing tendency to ignore international commitments and to violate the rights of foreign 
countries. When foreign countries still hesitate to surrender their extraterritoriality and their 
territorial rights from before, it is especially due to these characteristics of the Chinese people 
and also because of the fear of being harmed by the Chinese if they let go”.

He continued with the statement mentioned in chapter 1, where he argues that Japan is 
Norway’s best ally as “protector of civility in the Far East” because they can “stop China 
from spreading its lawlessness”. These quotes signify Aubert’s tendency to portray the 
conflict as being based on “inherent” differences between Chinese and Japanese culture and 
mentality. He puts China and Japan in juxtaposition where the Japanese has to stop the
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“power hungry, non-reliable and immoral” Chinese. Hence, Aubert’s accounts border on determinism in that he portrays the conflict as an unavoidable clash between two inherently different peoples.

Aubert’s view on the conflict is also significant because it exemplifies a tendency mentioned by Walters, where critique of the victim was an effective means of justifying unlawful actions by the aggressor.  

 Apparently, this strategy met with a lot of success both during the Manchurian Crisis and the Italian invasion of Ethiopia later on. According to him, the argumentation was first implemented by the Japanese, and then continued by many members of the European communities in East Asia. Steiner mentions the same phenomenon. According to her, the great-power diplomacy in the region had been based on the Washington treaties of 1921-1922, where the signatories agreed to respect Chinese sovereignty while enjoying equal economic opportunities. However, the signatories could and did interpret the agreements as it suited them and their own interests in the 1920s. Meanwhile, the emerging Chinese nationalism challenged these assumptions, and directly influenced the signatories’ commercial and political interest in China through anti-foreign demonstrations and boycotts. Like Aubert’s report illustrates, some foreigners sided with Japan in the Manchurian Crisis. As Henig puts it, they saw the conflict as a Japanese attempt at establishing law and order in Manchuria.

Being situated in Japan and hearing mostly Japanese versions of the conflict certainly influenced the view of the Norwegian emissaries, but the difference between Aubert’s and Reusch’s accounts is striking. Where Reusch tried to portray both sides to the conflict, Aubert mostly tells the Japanese version portrayed as the truth. If he distinguished between a Japanese and a Chinese version of events, he elaborated on the former and only mentioned the latter briefly. Aubert’s view is actually more similar to the reports made by Nicolai Aall, who was general consul in Shanghai. To illustrate, here is a quote from Aall: “Chinese politicians […] elaborate on all of China’s good qualities. […] But we must not let them fool us. China is not the country that these gentlemen would like Europe to believe”.
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There is an implicit, and sometimes explicit, argument of Aubert’s that the League of Nations did not fully understand the Japanese perspective in the Manchurian Crisis. To exemplify, the Japanese demanded that the Chinese had to guarantee the safety of Japanese subjects in China before they would withdraw any troops. After getting a Chinese declaration promising the safety of Japanese subjects, the Japanese still did not withdraw their troops. Aubert argues that this was due to the Japanese government believing that the Chinese government did not to a sufficient degree control neither the regular troops nor the bandits. He claimed that: “Of the hereto incoming telegrams from Europe it seems to be apparent that the League’s Council […] does not fully understand the need for Japan to demand such a declaration submitted by China”. Aubert also emphasized that other foreign diplomats in Tokyo felt that the League did not understand the situation from a Japanese perspective. According to this line of thought, the Japanese military might not have acted as the international community would have desired them to, but Japan should still be allowed to demand respect for their rights. One might disagree with Aubert’s last point, but it is worth mentioning that Britain had responded by sending troops against anti-British demonstrations in Shanghai in 1927. If the British could ignore the Washington treaties when their interests were threatened, why could not Japan do the same? In the end, this inconsistency would become the basis for the Japanese argument that the League was operating with a western bias on assumptions of oriental inferiority.

How significant were Aubert, Reusch and Aall’s opinions on the conflict? Like discussed in chapter 1, the diplomatic and consular representatives abroad had some influence on the making of Norwegian foreign policy. To the Ministry in Oslo, they primarily served as sources of information. In the case of Aubert and Aall, it is clear that the information they conveyed to the Foreign Ministry was coloured by their personal opinions on the Chinese and the Japanese. For instance, Aubert wrote that he feared the League would treat Japan and China as equals and on the same grounds, by which he meant that they would focus on
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Japanese “military blunders” and disregard the historical reasons for the conflict. His recommendation for the delegates in Genève was thus to get more time to consider the case, because in his opinion “the Japanese mentality works slower than the Chinese and is not as «resourceful». […] it would be unjust not to give Japan the full opportunity and time to make their case”.

2.2. The Lytton Report

In 1932, the League decided to send a commission of inquiry to gather information and determine the situation in East Asia. Named after its leader the British Lord Lytton, the Lytton Commission started its extensive travels on the 29th of February 1932. Just a few weeks before the Lytton Report was submitted to the League of Nations, a related issue was brought before the Norwegian Ministry of Foreign Affairs. The Japanese had recently established the “independent” state of Manchukuo under the leadership of the last Qing emperor, Pu Yi. On 19. September 1932, Aall in Shanghai wrote a telegram and forwarded a letter from the Chinese government to the Norwegian Minister of Foreign Affairs. According to the letter, the Japanese government had formally recognised the state of Manchukuo on the 15th of September, and Aall was inquiring about Norway’s position in the matter. He wrote that: “Norwegian government requested take measures in order to deal effectively whole situation”. Aubert reported that the question of recognition had been discussed a lot in Tokyo as well. He mentioned rumours that the Soviet Union was considering recognition, that the Americans would forward an official protest against Japan and et cetera. All in all, the Norwegian representatives appear to have followed the development and actions of other countries very closely.

The Lytton Report was submitted on September 24th 1932, and represented a “substantial vindication of the Chinese case on all fundamental issues” according to
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Walters. Thomas W. Burkman, Professor of Asian studies, has challenged this notion, and argues that it cannot count as an absolute condemnation of Japan. According to him, it recognized Japanese colonial interests and rights in the region, but also stated that the actions of the Japanese army in Manchuria could not be classified as self-defence. Burkman claims that the Lytton report’s conclusion on the creation of the new state Manchukuo was that it had not been a spontaneous act by the people of Manchuria. According to him, the report concluded that the new state had no support in the Chinese population, and was completely dependent on the Japanese troops stationed there.

Walters claims that differing attitudes regarding the report divided the small and great powers of the Assembly. To the smaller states, it was a question of principle that the League displayed its capability to react when a major power took aggressive action against a weak one. The great powers, on the other hand, were hesitant to risk this course of action, because they felt they were the ones who would suffer the most from possible retaliations by Japan. Steiner claims that the report was unsatisfactory to both the Japanese army and government. Even though Japan’s objections to the report were presented to the League on the 6th of December 1932, the most nationalist Japanese were already preparing to reject the League for what they saw as discriminating policies. It would still take some time and a lot of discussion before the League could decide a course of action.

How was the Lytton Report received by the Norwegian foreign policy-makers in East Asia? As soon as the document became available, reports came rushing in from the Norwegian foreign service stations in East Asia. Minister Aubert wrote seven pages about its reception in Japan and his own personal dismissal of the report. The main critique of his was that: “[…] it is essentially an office work, which does not sufficiently consider the many previous episodes that has created the mood between Japan and China”. Furthermore, Aubert considered the Commission not competent to ascertain the historical events’ influence
on the relationship between the Chinese and the Japanese, because they had not experienced the events themselves. He also saw it as highly unlikely that Japan would accept any of the proposals provided by the report. Thus, he recommended the League to swallow the bitter pill quickly, and acknowledge that it was powerless in this conflict.

In Genève, Steiner claims that some smaller states challenged the dilution of the proceedings and demanded positive action, even though there were scarce agreement on what that action should be. In contrast to this, Norway maintained its passive role according to Haug, because it did not wish to get involved. Mageli has also pointed out that Norwegian business men discouraged the Norwegian government from taking a clear stance against Japan, because they saw the country as a more important business partner than China. Accordingly, Aubert argued in a report that:

“Through our large shipping and our trade, we are a nation […] that has great interests outwards, more than most other countries with similar populace, and we have to expect other nations’ benevolence. To put this at stake through an overly bold […] implementation of the Covenant’s articles would hardly serve neither ourselves nor the prospect for peace”.

He admitted that his proposal might seem hard to fathom, but argued that the situation in East Asia was just too difficult, too peculiar and too complicated to call for anything less than caution. Therefore, he recommended that Norway should not act according to the Lytton Report, because he thought it to be based upon theory, not experience.

I agree with Haug that there was never any real change in Norway’s foreign policy regarding the Manchurian Crisis. It was in the country’s interest to stay passive and avoid getting involved. Like Haug has argued, the speech where Braadland advocated using sanctions against Japan was motivated by the other smaller states’ offensive at the
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Assembly.\textsuperscript{242} It had been a necessity forced by peer pressure in order to uphold Norway’s international reputation. This argument is furthered by the fact that Norway continued the passive position after the small state offensive in March. During the discussion of the Lytton report, Jones claims that the Scandinavian delegates encouraged the Assembly to base any further action on the findings of the Commission.\textsuperscript{243} In the delegation’s instructions from the Norwegian government, it said that: “With regard to the Sino-Japanese conflict and the Lytton report, the Government believes that the solution one must pursue has to be adapted to the particular mentality that prevails among the applicable East Asian states”.\textsuperscript{244} Here the government applies the same sentiment and wording as Aubert; the conflict is not a “regular” one, but based on historical, maybe inherent, differences in Japanese and Chinese mentality. If the conflict was seen as “particular” in this way, the logic follows that it would require a “particular” solution. Thus, I argue that it signified a Norwegian attempt at avoiding the “overly bold implementation of the Covenant’s articles”, which Aubert mentioned.\textsuperscript{245} This agrees with Haug’s claim that the Norwegian effort at the Council was a continuous effort to avoid getting involved.\textsuperscript{246}

The instructions to the Norwegian delegation underlined the importance of not encouraging a decision based on principle, because the government feared it could lead to the partial dissolution of the League of Nations.\textsuperscript{247} The weight of the world’s opinion was highlighted again as a means to slowly work towards a solution. The instructions left it to the delegation to decide whether to express the Norwegian opinion openly or not, but it suggested keeping a close eye on what the other smaller states said and did.\textsuperscript{248}

At the meeting, many smaller states’ delegates held firm speeches condemning Japanese actions. The Norwegian delegate, Rolf Andvold, considered them 'too firm' in their expressions, and wrote that he thought the speech by fellow Norwegian delegate Christian
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Lous Lange was better received. In Andvord’s opinion, the speech was: “firm in content but polite in expressions and underlined […] primarily the importance of reaching reconciliation and agreement. I believe that Dr. Lange’s speech, […] somewhat more than the previous speeches, was capable of creating an environment precisely for this purpose”. Furthermore, he added that the Japanese delegates had approached them afterwards and praised Norway for “once again in the ongoing conflict showing “sagesse et compréhension” [wisdom and understanding]”.

During a meeting between several smaller states, the Norwegian delegation did not support what Andvord called the 'strong resolution proposal' forwarded by Sweden, Ireland, Spain and Czechoslovakia. In the end, the proposal was rejected by the Assembly, and Andvord wrote that: “I believe it must be considered lucky for Norway, by not joining [the proposal], having avoided to antagonise Japan unnecessarily”. This, he argued, would improve Norway’s position as an intermediary. After Japan ultimately rejected the League’s settlement proposal, however, even the great powers saw no other alternative than to follow the Lytton Report and condemn Japanese actions in Manchuria. Accordingly, on February 24th 1933 the Assembly declared that Japan had broken the Covenant, and announced that its members would refrain from recognizing the Manchukuo state neither de jure nor de facto. The Japanese delegates present responded by leaving the meeting, and one month later Japan officially announced its decision to withdraw from the League of Nations. In the end, a moral condemnation was as far as the great powers were willing to go, and many smaller states concluded that the great powers were unwilling to use the League’s security system on their behalf. The Japanese withdrawal from the League meant that the case was handed over to a commission, which, according to Walters, “[…] retired into
"oblivion" until it was revitalized for the beginning of the Second Sino-Japanese War in 1937.\footnote{Walters (1952): 495-496}

The League might have been a forum for Norwegian status seeking as a peace-nation, but during the Manchurian Crisis it was deemed more important to avoid getting involved and risk national interests. If sanctions had been implemented against Japan, it would have strengthened the League’s credibility to protect its smaller members. Seeing that Norwegian foreign policy-makers tried to avoid the implementation of sanctions, maybe Haug is right when he claims that Norway never really relied on the collective security system of the League for protection.\footnote{Haug (2008). In: Berg (2008): 49-60}

China had been invaded, and the League seemed more anxious to preserve its image than solving the conflict. In regard to all this, what conclusions were being drawn in Norway?

### 2.3. Parliamentary discussion in Norway

The Norwegian parliament did not discuss the Manchurian Crisis as a specific topic at any point, but the conflict is mentioned during parliamentary discussions regarding the happenings at the 12th and 13th General Assembly of the League of Nations. To the Members of Parliament, the Manchurian Crisis was significant on the same grounds as it was to the League of Nations – as a matter of principle. The League was founded to avoid a future war. Letting aggressive actions undertaken by a member go unpunished would therefore severely compromise the League’s credibility and reputation. Why should any other member believe the League would act on their behalf, when it had not been able to prevent one member from occupying another?

At the parliamentary debates on the 10\textsuperscript{th} of June 1932 and the 16\textsuperscript{th} of June 1933, there appears to have been a feeling of disappointment towards the League and its capability to protect the smaller nations. Norwegian politicians had never been utterly convinced in the first place, but the development in the Manchurian Crisis had shaken even the League’s strongest spokesmen in Norway. A member of the Conservative Party (Høyre), Harald Gram, expressed his disappointment that the League “[…] in such an important matter as the Manchurian conflict had not have been able to accomplish anything whatsoever”.\footnote{My translation, the original quote reads: “[…] at man i et så viktig spørsmål som den mansjuriske konflikt overhodet ikke har kunnet utrette nogen verdens ting”. Harald Gram (16.06.1933). \textit{Forhandlinger i Stortinget}. Stortingsarkivene, Folkenes Forbund (Storting 1933). S. tid: 1745.}

The Labour Party (Arbeiderpartiet) had been against membership from the start, and submitted
proposals to withdraw from the League at both meetings. The proposals were quickly rejected, but their argumentation resonated with what the other attendees were feeling. One of the major issues was the fear that the smaller states did not have any real influence versus the great powers. Both members from the Conservative Party and the Labour Party voiced such concerns. The fear was that Norway would be drawn into the politics of the great powers without any real say, which in turn could endanger Norwegian interests.

At the first of the two meetings, the leader of the Liberal Party (Venstre), Johan Ludwig Mowinckel, stated that: "[…] there could have been used a stronger and braver voice than what has been the case. […] The opposition between the great powers […] has made it difficult to use the voice that according to theoretical considerations should be right". Here, he referred to Norway’s performance at the Council regarding the Manchurian Crisis. This first part might seem like regret, but further on he argued that theoretical considerations will always be influenced by practical politics. Even if there was no escaping the politics and interests of the great powers, he did not think it was reason enough to disown the whole project that the League of Nations represented. He continued:

“Even though the conflict in the East has not been solved as swiftly and as well in the way we thought was right […] there can hardly be doubt that the League of Nations nevertheless has exercised a considerable influence on the conflict’s development, and no one knows what would have happened if the League had not existed”.

Norway’s performance at the Council was discussed at the meeting on 16th of June 1933 as well. Bound by its obligations in the League, Norway had officially condemned Japanese actions in Manchuria. Yet, Harald Gram expressed a fear that Norway had not made its voice heard during the three years at the Council. Some Members of Parliament
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expressed discontent that the Norwegian representation had been ensured by an official from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Erik Colban, whenever the foreign minister was unavailable. The leader of the Conservative Party, Carl Joachim Hambro, expressed regret that Norway had not played as big a part the last three years as Sweden had done a few years earlier. Hambro reasoned that this was the direct result of the delegate not inhabiting a truly representative political position. In his opinion, the smaller nation’s perspective was invaluable at the Council, because they represented the only intermediaries capable of expressing the hard truths that the great powers dared not. Prime minister Mowinckel, on the other hand, concluded it to be the great powers’ fault that the conflict ended like it did, since they had hesitated due to their interests in the region.

After the Manchurian Crisis and the Japanese and German withdrawal in autumn 1933, Ørvik claims that Mowinckel started attempting to release Norway from its sanction obligations as a League member. At the same time in East Asia, China and Japan concluded a ceasefire agreement without foreign intervention.

### 2.4. Concluding remarks

Over the course of the Manchurian Crisis, I agree with Haug that Norwegian actions in Genève were consistently close to that of a passive observer. The shift from the Council to the Assembly involved a small state offensive against the reluctance of the great powers. Braadland joined the smaller states out of peer pressure, but it did not involve a change in foreign political priorities. This is made clear by the fact that the Norwegian delegation resumed the passive approach when the Lytton report arrived. Norway opposed utilizing the League’s collective security system in the Manchurian Crisis, which confirms Haug’s
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argumentation that Norway relied on Britain’s and not the League’s protection. Thus, my findings agree with Haug’s claim that Norway exercised “retraction policy” towards the League. Norwegian foreign policy-makers sought status as a peace-nation in Genève, but backed out when it could lead to actual commitments or affect national interests.

The reports from East Asia are important, because they do to a larger degree convey what interests were prioritized in the making of Norwegian foreign policy. I argue that Norway’s actions in Genève closely followed the recommendations received from Aubert and Aall, whose reports were frequently coloured by them seeing the conflict through a “racial filter”. They strongly advised the government to stay neutral in the conflict, because they believed it to be in Norway’s interest to avoid antagonising Japan in order to protect political and economic interests in the region. Furthermore, their reports tended to side with Japan, because Aall and Aubert thought the occupation would keep the Chinese from violating foreign treaty rights.

Like Haug suggests, it is probable that the reluctance of the great powers enabled the Norwegian passivity in the conflict. In the end, many Members of Parliament reasoned that Norway could have done more at the Council, but the ultimate blame was placed on the great powers. The members of parliament did not attach importance to Norwegian actions during the Council proceedings, even though the passivity might have been enabled by the very element they blamed for the League’s failure.
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Chapter 3: The Sino-Japanese ceasefire 1933-1937

The ceasefire agreement between China and Japan from May 1933 represented a small window of respite in the Sino-Japanese conflict. Disappointed by the proceedings of the League, the Chinese government agreed to the Japanese demands in order to face the Communist upheaval in the country. The continued Japanese occupation meant that the Great Wall was all that separated them and China for now. While the League licked its wounds from the Manchurian Crisis and Disarmament Conference, Norway was relatively free to pursue its economic interest in East Asia. The conflict had changed the game somewhat, however. Japan had emerged as a serious threat to Western trade interests in East Asia, and one whom Norway had to deal with when pursuing national interests in the region. This chapter will first examine Norwegian actions after the Manchurian Crisis. While upholding its obligations as a member of the League, I argue that the Norway attempted to mend the relationship with Japan in order to further its interests in East Asia. Ultimately, this chapter analyses the Norwegian position and foreign policy-makers view regarding the newly-established state Manchukuo. This part of the Sino-Japanese conflict is significant to the general analysis in this thesis. Norway continued the foreign policy from earlier, but this period further illuminates the extent to which political and economic interests were emphasized in foreign policy-making.

3.1 The aftermath of the Manchurian Crisis

The Norwegian approach of remaining impartial in the conflict had ultimately failed when the League decided to adopt the Lytton report. By condemning Japan, the government had antagonised the largest power in Asia and possibly endangered regional Norwegian interests in the process. Mageli argues that the Manchurian Crisis made the relationship between Norway and Japan no longer marginal and peripheral. The conflict had certainly turned the gaze of the world upon Japan, which made it all the more important to the Norwegian government to be careful when dealing with anything related to the Japanese that could draw international scrutiny. The direct communication with the Japanese government was carried
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out by the diplomatic representatives in East Asia. As established in chapter 1, the Norwegian representatives abroad exercised independent executive authority within the framework of law and instruction. During the proceedings of the League, minister Aubert in Tokyo had continuously kept the Norwegian government informed about the Japanese attitude towards Norway’s actions in the League. He still occupied the position as joint minister to both China and Japan. Since Norway had taken part in a significant international conflict between the two countries through the League proceedings, his position must have required more skilful diplomacy than ever before.

3.1.1 The possibility of a weapons embargo against China and Japan

Despite the Manchurian Crisis ending with the Japanese withdrawal from the League of Nations, Henig claims that there remained one final issue for the League to settle. This was on whether or not to enforce a weapons embargo against Japan and/or China. Already in March 1932, Aubert reported that he had heard rumours about the American Congress and British parliament discussing possible prohibition on the export of arms to China or Japan. According to Aubert, the Norwegian government had once before been asked to provide figures over Norwegian exports of arms to China. This export had apparently been relatively large, but “[...] not as major as rumour would have it” if we are to trust the words of Aubert.

The historian Christine Myrvang mentions the Norwegian export of military material to East Asia briefly in her book about the Norwegian Kongsberg Weapons Factory (Kongsberg Våpenfabrikk). The end of First World War meant a general decrease in demand of military material, and Myrvang claims that the factory thus attempted to expand their exports to foreign markets during the interwar period. For instance, a new type of anti-aircraft guns was developed by the factory in 1933, and sold to China, Argentina, Iran and a number of European countries. Furthermore, Myrvang argues that Japan became a significant market for the factory’s exports of whaling equipment before the Second World
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War. According to her estimates, the Kongsberg Weapons Factory produced a total of 70 whale cannons in 1937, in which 19 were sold to Japan.\textsuperscript{291} Norway’s membership in the League meant that certain restrictions were imposed on the exports of arms. In 1935, Norwegian producers were prohibited from exporting weapons to countries at war, unless the League had defined it as legal defensive war. According to Myrvang, however, these restrictions were often avoided by selling arms to one country, who in turn exported the weapons to the nation that were at war.\textsuperscript{292} In June 1939, she claims that the Kongsberg Weapons Factory sold 20 000 rifles to the Nationalist government of China.\textsuperscript{293} Conclusively, Aubert’s thoughts on the possibility of a weapons embargo was that:

“It would be a shame to let such a good opportunity to export a commodity that provides excellent profits go to waste. […] One could even risk being accused of violating our neutrality if prohibiting the export of munitions to one or both countries […]”.\textsuperscript{294}

Meanwhile, the British delegates in Genève declared that they would suspend the exports of arms to both China and Japan in February 1933, and encouraged other members to follow their example.\textsuperscript{295} In a letter to the delegation in Genève, Rolf Andvord\textsuperscript{296} expressed concern that an embargo on weapons could expand the conflict, especially if only enforced against Japan.\textsuperscript{297} He saw it as less worrisome if the embargo covered both countries, but added that such a policy would be difficult to justify towards the Chinese.\textsuperscript{298} His main point was, however, that: “The Norwegian side will obviously not raise any objections if it turns out that there is a general inclination towards implementing embargo on export of weapons to
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It appears that the matter was not important enough for Norwegian foreign policy makers to risk standing out in Genève. Andvord added that the Norwegian delegates would only have to speak against the proposal if it started including the withdrawal of diplomatic foreign legations in Japan. His slight worry was soon proven unfounded, however, because it turned out that no one else was interested in a weapons embargo either. Unlike many others, Britain was not a major arms exporter to East Asia. At the League, their attempt was thus met with silence.

### 3.1.2 Dealing with the aftermath of Norwegian policies

In the available source material, there is no mentioning of any Chinese anger or repercussions against Norway for its foreign policy in the Manchurian Crisis. The reason for this might be that Norwegian foreign policy-makers had not acted specifically against China in a way that could have made them stand out in Genève. Additionally, the source material suggests that there was scarcely any communication between Chiang Kai-Shek’s government and the Norwegian foreign service stations. Thus, if the bilateral relationship was slightly damaged by Norwegian actions, it is possible that the Norwegian Ministry of Foreign Affairs would not have known. At the same time, it was Japanese actions that had been the target of Norwegian condemnation. How did they respond?

In this regard, the Norwegian government pursued a policy of having its cake and eat it too - a balancing act where Norway sought international status as a peace-nation, but simultaneously prioritized its own national interests above all else. In this case, the Norwegian interest was to preserve and safeguard its significant shipping and industry interest in East Asia, which required being on good terms with the region’s great power, Japan. In light of the proceedings in Genève, there were several occasions where Norway was mentioned in an unfavourable manner in Japanese newspapers. The first instance was regarding an appeal sent to the Japanese delegation by Norway and 11 other members of the Council in February 1932. According to Steiner, the appeal urged Japan to exercise restraint by virtue of its position as a great power and member of the Council. In his report,
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Aubert expressed regret that Norway had taken part in it, since it had not been directed towards the Chinese as well.³⁰⁴ In his view, the note was “a strategical and psychological mistake” that would not achieve anything except damage Norway’s relationship with Japan.³⁰⁵ After Braadland took part in the smaller states’ efforts to enforce sanctions against Japan in March 1932, Aubert wrote back to the foreign ministry that Japanese newspapers had once more featured the small powers at the Council in an unfavourable way.³⁰⁶ In both circumstances, the negative publicity had not been directed towards Norway in particular, but Aubert was afraid that the mentioning of Norway could endanger their interests in the area.³⁰⁷

As minister to China and Japan, Aubert seems to have gone to great lengths to ensure Norwegian interests by appeasing the Japanese. After a few days of negative publicity, Aubert took the opportunity to explain the Norwegian position to Kenkichi Yoshizawa, the Japanese minister of Foreign Affairs. He argued that the Norwegian government wanted to remain impartial in Genève, but also had to comply with traditions from similar cases that were “characteristically Norwegian”.³⁰⁸ In other words, the explanation given to the Japanese was that the Norwegian government did not want to pick a side, but that they had to do what was expected of them. According to Aubert’s report, Yoshizawa replied that the ideals of the League were shared by Japan, but that these were not applicable in Manchuria and China.³⁰⁹ Apparently, Aubert continued to say that he personally sympathised with the Japanese position, because he had lived in China and seen the conditions there first hand.³¹⁰ “After having made the Minister of Foreign Affairs aware that I did not view Japan antagonistically, I drew his attention towards [the negative press releases] and asked whether they were authorised by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs or [not]”.³¹¹ According to Aubert’s report, Yoshizawa appreciated being informed and intended to investigate the matter.³¹² In addition, Yoshizawa apparently added that he personally had: “[…] in Genève, like elsewhere, always treated the different countries in the same way […]”. This would be a principle of his in the
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future as well”.

By revealing his personal view, Aubert claimed to have gained the trust of Yoshizawa which enabled the minister to ask for - what he really wanted - political interference against the negative press. For the purposes of this thesis, it is irrelevant whether Aubert told the truth or not about his encounter with Yoshizawa, because the significance lies in the fact that he reported it in this manner to the Foreign Ministry. This means that they knew Aubert expressed his personal opinions to preserve the relationship with Japan, despite of his views departing from what the Norwegian government could allow itself to express publically.

The Japanese press continued to be angry at the smaller states for wanting to apply article 15 for some time, however. The criticism was based on the (somewhat aptly) notion that the smaller states did not attempt to understand the conflict, because they were acting on principle to secure themselves for the future. According to Aubert, the Deputy Foreign Minister, Matsuzo Nagai, divided the smaller states into two blocks - sympathising states and anti-Japanese states. Since Nagai had regarded Norway to be among the latter group, Aubert quickly headed out to investigate. Less than a week later, he could happily announce that, apparently, the Deputy Foreign Minister was angriest at the South-American states.

When Aubert got the chance to talk with Nagai himself, the Deputy Foreign Minister confirmed that he regretted Norway’s position in the conflict, but that his anger was mostly meant for the South-American states for “[…] following every whim of the United States”. According to Aubert’s report, Nagai concluded that: “[…] Japan greatly appreciated maintaining a friendly connection with Norway”. The last part might represent a polite comment or a conscious strategical move by a trained diplomat. However, by being careful and letting someone else take the fore at the League discussions, Norway appear to have escaped the direct anger of the Japanese government.
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By keeping a low profile in the League and allowing Aubert to appease the Japanese whenever necessary, it seems that the Norwegian government avoided any real harm to their relationship with the official Japan both during and after the Manchurian Crisis. There is no mentioning of any negative publicity about Norway in Japanese press in Aubert’s reports after May 1933. Thus, I presume that it either stopped, became less severe over time or that Aubert just ceased to report it.

Were there any consequences of the negative publicity? Pressure from interest groups and the foreign envoys in East Asia made Norwegian shipping and trade interests one of the most important reasons for keeping a low profile during the Manchurian Crisis and afterwards. In March 1932, Hem claims that Braadland received several letters from different Norwegian business organisations, who advised him against doing anything in Genève that could antagonise their business partners in East Asia. According to Hem, the shipping and export industries were especially worried, because they claimed to have already lost quite a few orders because of Norwegian policies in Genève. As seen in the last chapter, this matched the view of Aubert and Aall as well. During the same time, Aubert also mentioned that Norwegian business men in Tokyo were being questioned by their Japanese peers about why Norway was acting “so anti-Japan” in Genève. Apparently, both business men and officials from the Foreign Ministry believed that Norway’s actions in Genève could influence its economic interests in East Asia.

There are sources suggesting that also the delegation at the League was concerned that Norwegian foreign policy in Genève could influence its interests in China. In 1934, Norway supported re-electing China as a non-permanent member at the Council. The general consul in Shanghai, Aall, had been against this. In a letter to the Foreign Ministry dated the 1st of September 1934, he argued that:

“China needing the help of the League of Nations for its restoration is one matter. It is not certain, however, that Chinese representatives at the League of Nations would be a truly useful addition on the League’s part. At least, one has to remember that Chinese politicians are boundlessly irresponsible.”

likely to have been the basis for Norwegian foreign political decision-making in East Asia, whether his reports were truthful or not.
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The election of non-permanent seats for the Council is also mentioned in a report made by Johan Ludwig Mowinckel, the Norwegian foreign minister and prime minister, to the Secretary General of Foreign Affairs, August W. S. Esmarch.\textsuperscript{324} According to Mowinckel, China was not re-elected for a seat at the Council.\textsuperscript{325} Since the Nordic delegations could not agree to vote in unison beforehand, Mowinckel claimed that Norway and Denmark voted in favour while Sweden and Finland voted against.\textsuperscript{326} The reason for the Norwegian support was partially that the Council would lack Asian representation otherwise (not counting Turkey). First and foremost, however, Mowinckel says that he considered “[…] the extensiveness of our trade political interests in China, and found it most appropriate to vote as we did”.\textsuperscript{327}

For some reason, Mowinckel was apparently more preoccupied with protecting Norwegian economic interests in China than the General Consul in Shanghai. While Aall argued according to what would benefit the League, the prime minister was more considerate of the bilateral relationship with China. As explained in chapter 1, official Norwegian trade statistics suggests that Japan was more important than China for Norwegian economic interests from 1931 to 1937. Thus, Aall’s lack of consideration towards Norway’s relationship with China makes more sense. Maybe he reasoned that Norwegian interests in the region would persevere regardless of the bilateral relation? After all, Japan had emerged as a serious threat to Western trade interests in East Asia after the Manchurian Crisis.\textsuperscript{328} Therefore, Aall might have seen the Japanese as the better bet in securing Norwegian interests in the region.

Norwegian foreign policy in Genève do not seem to have damaged Norway’s official relationship with neither the Chinese nor the Japanese government. At the same time, the source material suggests that Mageli is right when she claims that Japan became a competitor to Norway in several areas.\textsuperscript{329} During unofficial discussions at the Norwegian Parliament, the competition from Japan was highlighted several times in 1933 and 1934. However, the
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members of parliament agreed to refrain from increasing the customs on some products, because they feared that it might affect the relationship with Japan and thereby Norway’s economic interests in East Asia. Furthermore, the source material from the aftermath of the Manchurian Crisis may suggest that Norway’s relationship with Japan was prioritized above the one with China. The system of joint minister meant that Norway lacked a diplomatic representative, who could have nourished the country’s relationship with Chiang Kai-Shek’s government. The source material suggests that minister Aubert and general consul Aall had scarcely any contact with the Chinese government officials. Japan was a great power able to facilitate or hinder Norway in pursuing its interests in the region, while China’s significance was based on its possibly large market. Even though Norwegian foreign policy-makers attempted to preserve the relationship with Japan in several ways, the efforts were kept within the boundaries that were allowed by the League. In this regard, the Norwegian communication with Manchukuo in 1934 was an exception.

3.2 Norway’s stance on Manchukuo

Manchukuo had been the main point of disagreement between Japan and the majority of the League’s members during the League’s final treatment of the Manchurian Crisis. By adopting the Lytton report, the League admitted Japanese rights in Manchuria, but refused to recognise Manchukuo as an independent state. This also became the League’s policy after the Japanese had withdrawn its membership. Burkman points out that there was some sympathy for the Japanese case amongst the delegates in Genève, however. When it ended with the Japanese withdrawal, some of them questioned whether the non-recognition policy had been the wisest course of actions for the League. Between 1932 and 1942, Westad argues that, relatively speaking, Japan invested much more in Manchuria than any Western country did in their colonies. After seeing the rapid development, even some of the traditional elites in Manchuria starting working more closely with the new state and the Japanese. Given the Norwegian priority on its economic interests in East Asia, the quickly-developing and prosperous Manchukuo might have piqued their interest.
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3.2.1 The establishment of the state and its implications

In what way did the establishment of the state affect Norway? According to Mageli, the Norwegian Ministry of Foreign Affairs received a telegram from the new foreign minister of Manchukuo in April 1932, who communicated that he wished to establish formal diplomatic relations between his country and Norway. Shortly after, the general consul Aall was tasked with finding out how other countries were responding to the letter. Aall informed the Ministry that neither Denmark, Sweden nor Switzerland had responded at all, which also became the Norwegian approach for the time being. The establishment of the new state had driven the Chinese to deliver a formal protest to Japan, who denied any responsibility in the matter. The whole affair raised several issues that had to be addressed by the Norwegian Foreign Ministry, however. Aubert highlights this concern in a report from February 1932: "An independent Manchuria will cause a discussion of different international issues, such as the validity of treaties concluded between China and other powers, […] extraterritoriality […] et cetera".

These issues involved Norway as well, since it was one of the countries that had concluded treaties with China in the past. The treaty rights granted Norwegian citizens various privileges, such as extraterritoriality, which was important to all foreigners because the Chinese government was seen as incapable of ensuring their safety. In the master thesis Norwegian extraterritoriality in China, Jens Tepstad claims that Norway had entered an agreement with the Nationalist government in April 1931, in which it would keep its extraterritorial rights until the other treaty powers also agreed to abolish theirs. The possibility of having to dissolve its extraterritoriality added another layer to Norway’s position regarding Manchukuo. Aubert thus kept a close eye on what the other treaty powers were doing. In a report from 1936, he claimed that Japan had declared its intention of
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abolishing its extraterritoriality in Manchukuo soon.\textsuperscript{344} He only mentioned it briefly, without drawing a link to Norwegian extraterritoriality, which seems to indicate that he was not too worried that they would have to keep their promise to the Chinese already. After all, the Mukden Incident had postponed the whole negotiation of treaty rights between the great powers and the Nationalist government.\textsuperscript{345}

The Norwegian government seems to have been careful to comply with its obligations as a member of the League regarding Manchukuo. This is important, because open, individual divergence from the Covenant could potentially hinder Norway’s status seeking quest of being perceived as a peace-nation internationally.\textsuperscript{346} In a letter to the Foreign Ministry in 1933, Aubert mentioned that Norway had an honorary consul in the city of Yingkou whose consular district comprised of Manchuria as a whole.\textsuperscript{347} The Nationalist government did not require exequatur\textsuperscript{348} for unsalaried consuls, however, so Norway could keep its consul in Manchukuo without stepping on anyone’s toes. Should the rules regarding exequatur change, Aubert admitted that he saw no other solution than to dismiss the consul.\textsuperscript{349}

Both minister Aubert and general consul Aall recommended the Ministry of Foreign Affairs to recognise Manchukuo as an independent state. Aubert did not recommend this bluntly, but implied it several times. In August 1932, he sent an article featuring the legal aspects of Japanese recognition of Manchukuo. It was written by the British lawyer Thomas Baty,\textsuperscript{350} and Aubert commented that: “[I]t can […] hardly fail to impress Europe and America that a man of [his] stature […] emphasizes that Japan’s recognition of Manchukuo does not signify neither a violation of China’s sovereignty nor the Washington Treaty of 1922.\textsuperscript{351, 352}

\textsuperscript{344} Ludvig C. M. Aubert to the NMFA (22.01.1936). Riksarkivet. Utenriksstasjonene i Beijing, Kina. Ambassaden/Legasjonen i Beijing, Kina. RA/S-2610/D/Da/L0078
\textsuperscript{345} Westad (2012): 166-169; Wang (2005): 89
\textsuperscript{346} For more information about Norwegian status seeking as a peace-nation, please read: Leira (2015). In: Carvalho; Neumann (2015): 22-39
\textsuperscript{347} Ludvig C. M. Aubert to the NMFA (19.05.1933). Utenriksdepartementet. Den Norske delegasjon til Folkeforbundet. RA/S-6418/1/D/L0005
\textsuperscript{348} Exequatur is the diplomatic term for a receiving state’s acceptance of a another country’s consul. Neumann; Leira (2005): 543
\textsuperscript{349} Ludvig C. M. Aubert to the NMFA (19.05.1933). Utenriksdepartementet. Den Norske delegasjon til Folkeforbundet. RA/S-6418/1/D/L0005
The issue of recognition became a recurring theme in Aubert’s reports from 1932 and onwards. It is highly likely that it was a much discussed topic in the foreign settlement, because Aubert often wrote that there were rumours that one country or another was considering recognising Manchukuo.\(^{353}\) Aall, on the other hand, was more explicit about his views: “If looking at the matter modestly, practically and objectively, there should be every reason for the powers to recognise the new state […]”.\(^{354}\) He admitted that there were certain arguments against recognition, but emphasized that the new state and its people were becoming prosperous and peaceful.\(^{355}\) Since the Europeans and Americans primarily came to East Asia to trade, Aall believed that:

“[…] whatever theories one has to present with regard to lofty assurances of altruist interest in the Far Eastern people; - it is trade, shipping and industry interests that will ultimately have the final say. I believe that […] the practical man reasons like this: recognise the new state, allow it the chance to develop […]. They will have effective government, peace and order and thus, commerce and prosperity.”\(^{356}\)

Despite the government’s obligations as a member of the League, both Aall and Aubert saw recognition of Manchukuo as a way of pursuing Norwegian economic interests in East Asia. At the same time, they could not do anything without the government’s approval. The changing Norwegian governments of the 1930s generally took great care in staying impartial, or follow the policies of Great Britain and other Scandinavian states in international matters that did not concern Norwegian key interests.\(^{357}\) As mentioned previously, however, Norway’s communication with Manchukuo was an exception in this regard.

\(^{352}\) My translation, the original quote reads: “[Det] kan […] neppe undgå å gjøre inntrykk i Europa og Amerika at en mann av [hans] anseelse […] fremhever at Japans anerkjennelse av Mansjukuo ikke betyr en krenkelse hverken av Kinas suverenitet eller av Washington-traktaten av 1922”. Ludvig C. M. Aubert to the NMFA (23.08.1932). Utenriksdepartementet. Den Norske delegasjon til Folkeforbundet. RA/S-6418/1/D/L0004

\(^{353}\) Ludvig C. M. Aubert to the NMFA (13.09.1932). Utenriksdepartementet. Den Norske delegasjon til Folkeforbundet. RA/S-6418/1/D/L0004

\(^{354}\) My translation, the original quote reads: “Ser man helt nøkternt, praktisk og objektivt på tingen skalde det jo være all foranledning for maktene til å anerkjenne den nye stat […]” Nicolai Aall to the NMFA (06.03.1934). Utenriksdepartementet. Den Norske delegasjon til Folkeforbundet. RA/S-6418/2/D/Div/L0006

\(^{355}\) Ibid.

\(^{356}\) My translation, the original quote reads: “[…] hvad teorier man fra tid til annen enn måtte fremsette i forbindelse med høitflyvende forskringer om ugenynnlig interesse for Østens folk; - det er handelens, skibsfartens og industriens interesser, som til syvende og sistt får det avgjørende ord. […] Jeg tror nok at […] den praktiske mann resonmer som så: Anmerkjen den nye stat, la den få en chans til å utvikle seg […]. Der vil bli et effektivt styre, fred og orden og dermed handel, liv og rørelse.” Ibid.

\(^{357}\) Haug (2012): 7-11, 435-436; Riste (2005): 112-113
3.2.2 The Norwegian-Manchurian communication

The Norwegian Ministry of Foreign Affairs received a telegram from the Foreign Minister of Manchukuo on the 1st of March 1934, which announced the inauguration of Pu Yi as emperor of the state. As noted earlier, this was not the first telegram expressing wishes to establish diplomatic ties between Manchukuo and Norway. Neither was it addressed to Norway in particular, seeing that a great many countries received the same telegram. The next day, a reply was sent to Manchukuo in the name of the Norwegian Foreign Minister. It contained the following: “Have honour acknowledge receipt your telegram announcing accession to throne of Manchoutikuo of new emperor and join Your Excellency’s wishes for development of good relations between the two countries”. Instead of following the earlier approach of not responding, the Norwegian Foreign Minister (apparently) had replied that he too hoped they could establish a positive relationship with Manchukuo.

The delegate in Genève, Hersleb Birkeland, expressed a certain confusion in his letter dated the 8th of March 1934. According to Birkeland, the League of Nations’ information department had notified him about the Norwegian response to the telegram from Manchukuo. Furthermore, he had been told that only ten states had responded, and that these included Norway, the Vatican, Lithuania, El Salvador, Costa Rica and Liberia. In her book, Mageli points out the absurdity of the whole situation, particularly with regard to the unusual party of states Norway had placed itself amongst. According to Birkeland’s letter, the telegram had caused quite a fuss within the information department. Thus, he requested more extensive information from the ministry, and reasoned (rather hopefully) that it was all based on some misunderstanding.
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by the fact that the Norwegian delegate, Christian Lous Lange, had been Chairman of the committee responsible for the League’s policy of non-recognition of Manchukuo.\footnote{Ibid.}

Before Birkeland’s letter reached the Foreign Ministry, however, Rolf Andvord sent a copy of the correspondence with Manchukuo along with a note asking the delegation to inform the League of Nations’ information department about the communication with Manchukuo.\footnote{Ibid.} One interesting aspect to this note is that it reveals the writer of the response telegram to Manchukuo to be Rolf Andvord, head of the Foreign Ministry’s League of Nations department, and not foreign minister Mowinckel as suggested on the telegram.\footnote{Ibid.} The next day, someone within the Foreign Ministry sent a telegram to the delegation saying to cancel the previous request.\footnote{The telegram said: “3 mit nr 19 av 13 dennes annuleres = noreg”. “Nr 19” being the Ministry’s file number for the previous letter by Andvord, which was sent “av 13 dennes” or on the 13th of the current month. Telegram from unnamed author to the Norwegian delegation at the League of Nations (14.03.1934). Utenriksdepartementet. Den Norske delegasjon til Folkeforbundet. RA/S-6418/2/D/Da/L0006} This implies that either the Foreign Ministry had realised the unpleasant situation they had put themselves in, or maybe the letter from Birkeland had finally arrived. Nevertheless, they were slow to respond to his request for an explanation. On the 19th of March, Birkeland wrote another letter saying that he had been questioned about the response telegram in Genève, and did not know what to say since he had not yet received any instructions.\footnote{Hersleb Birkeland to the NMFA (19.03.1934). Utenriksdepartementet. Den Norske delegasjon til Folkeforbundet. RA/S-6418/2/D/Da/L0006} He had explained to the interested parties that he: “assumed the telegram was meant as an act of courtesy to acknowledge the reception of the telegram from Manchukuo”.\footnote{My translation, the original quote reads: “[…] [han] gikk ut fra at telegrammet var ment som en høflighetsakt for å erkjonne mottagelsen av telegrammet fra Mansjukuo”. Ibid.} Firmly convinced that the telegram did not imply Norwegian recognition of the new state, Birkeland further suggested that it probably had been written by some young, subordinate officer or based on a clerical error.\footnote{Ibid.}

A few days later, a letter from the Foreign Ministry instructed the delegation to tell anyone who asked that the telegram to Manchukuo had not been a declaration of Norwegian recognition of Manchukuo or its government.\footnote{Rasmus I. B. Skylstad to the Norwegian delegation at the League of Nations (16.03.1934). Utenriksdepartementet. Den Norske delegasjon til Folkeforbundet. RA/S-6418/2/D/Da/L0006} Judging by the available source material, these were the only written instructions that the Norwegian delegation received from the Foreign Ministry regarding the matter. Birkeland wrote back to the Ministry soon after
receiving the letter, and asked for further information. If there were any further explanation provided by the Ministry, I have not been able to track them down at the National Archives.

Mageli is the first (and only) historian to analyse the disputed response telegram to Manchukuo. Based on new source findings, I disagree with Mageli’s claim that the response telegram signified a Norwegian recognition of Manchukuo. She is mistaken when she claims that the Foreign Ministry’s explanation of the telegram was that it had been written by mistake and by “a young, subordinate officer”. The source material clearly suggests that these were Birkeland’s explanations given without instructions from the foreign ministry. The only clarification provided by the Ministry was that the telegram was not a recognition of Manchukuo. It is puzzling that the Ministry did not offer any more explanation to the Norwegian delegation. If the telegram was written by mistake, then why did not the Ministry use this excuse? The time it took before someone at the Ministry realised the exposed Norwegian position is curious as well. The original response letter was sent on the 2nd of March, and the delegation was asked to inform the League’s information department 11 days later. In the end, it took the Ministry 12 days before cancelling the former request, which implies that they had finally realised the mistake, or at least its embarrassing consequences.

I argue that the telegram cannot be regarded as an official Norwegian recognition of Manchukuo, since the Ministry clearly denied it. The response telegram might just have been a clerical error by Andvord. If so, it is surprising that he overlooked the mistake twice – first, when writing the response telegram; second, when instructing the delegation to inform the League’s information department. Still, I argue that the response telegram at most might signify an individual attempt by Andvord at reaching out to Manchurian or Japanese authorities.

Fure has pointed to the tendency of elitism in Norwegian foreign policy making. Haug agrees and claims that Norwegian foreign policy was shaped by just a few people in the
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interwar era. Accordingly, Norwegian foreign policy towards the League was decided by an even smaller circle. Thus, it is possible that Andvord acted alone without the rest of the Ministry being aware. He had been head of the Foreign Ministry’s League of Nations’ department since 1929, and part of the Norwegian delegation during the entire Manchurian Crisis. It is therefore unreasonable to presume that he did not know about the League’s non-recognition policy regarding Manchukuo. The same year that the telegram was sent, in 1934, Andvord was transferred to London where he served as Secretary to the legation. His many years of Norwegian policy making regarding the League came to an end – could it be that he was transferred because of the telegram?

Even though the Ministry officials might have wished for it, the Norwegian communication with Manchukuo was not forgotten by the international community just yet. In addition to other delegates at the League, both Chinese and Japanese officials and newspapers demanded an explanation. Thus, the Norwegian delegation had to repeat the same phrase “not meant as a recognition” over and over again. In the end, the instructions regarding the Sino-Japanese conflict for the League of Nations 15th Assembly from the Foreign Ministry to the Norwegian delegation read as follows: “It is based on a misunderstanding when it has been suggested that Norway intended to recognise Manchuria as an independent state without regard for the League of Nations’ stance in this matter”.

3.3. Concluding remarks

Norway joined the (almost) unanimous League condemnation of Japanese actions in Manchuria, but political and economic interests in East Asia made any further action
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undesirable to the Norwegian government. At the same time, the source material suggests that peer pressure might have influenced Norwegian decision-making, if the alternative had been risking Norwegian status seeking by standing out in Genève. In light of this, the foreign policy-makers were generally careful to comply with the expectancies of the League and the international community. In this regard, the communication with Manchukuo in 1934 demonstrated the embarrassment experienced on Norway’s part when standing apart from its peers in Genève.

Berg claims that keeping Norway neutral in war was one of the most important aims of Norwegian foreign policy until 1940.388 Accordingly, Norway might have joined the moral condemnation of Japanese action in Manchuria, but it was not in the country’s interest to explicitly side with either party in the Sino-Japanese conflict. Haug claims that Norway considered itself “threat-free” until the end of the 1930s, and was therefore uninterested in other countries’ ventures as long as it did not affect Norwegian shipping or industries.389 Norwegian actions during the Sino-Japanese ceasefire support this claim. This chapter has shown how the relationship with Japan increased in importance as means to pursue Norwegian interests in East Asia. Although the Norwegian government had failed to remain neutral in the Manchurian Crisis, they seem to have avoided damaging the relationship by treading carefully in Genève and Oslo. The Ministry implicitly allowed Aubert to express his personal sympathy for Japan to Japanese officials in order to preserve the relationship.

On one hand, Norway sought international status as a peace-nation, but were at the same time most concerned with its own economic and political interests. As Aall argues: “[…] whatever […] lofty assurances of altruist interests in the Far Eastern people; - it is trade, shipping and industry interests that will ultimately have the final say”.
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Chapter 4: the start of the second Sino-Japanese war

In January 1937, the new minister to China and Japan, Finn Koren, wrote a report to the Foreign Ministry with one clear message – Japan was arming for war. Westad claims that Chiang Kai-Shek had expected a war with Japan ever since the Manchurian Crisis started in 1931. According to Westad, Chiang Kai-Shek tried to postpone an open conflict with Japan as long as possible in order to have time arming up, mobilising Chinese unity and seek foreign assistance. However, when large-scale hostilities started in 1937, there was no turning back. On 7th July 1937, fighting started on the Marco Polo Bridge at the buffer zone between Manchukuo and Beijing. After the Chinese refused to comply with demands, Japanese soldiers started pouring into Northern China. The Chinese responded by attacking a Japanese ship near Shanghai. The battle for the city raged back and forth until the Japanese gained control in November, and started closing in on the Chinese capital, Nanjing.

According to the British Historian Rana Mitter, Chiang Kai-Shek did not expect much support from other countries when the second Sino-Japanese War started. The League had failed to prevent the Italian occupation and defeat of Abyssinia. The Spanish Civil War from 1936 had also brought Germany and Italy closer together. While the United States was keeping out of European affairs, the great powers left at the League, France, Soviet Russia and Britain, tried to resist the increasing, concerted aggressions from Italy, Germany and Japan.

Fure argues that neutrality returned as a main idea within Norwegian foreign policy from 1936, because of the failure of the League’s collective security system in the Abyssinian Crisis. Furthermore, the attempted sanctions against Italy had demonstrated the risk it posed to Norwegian interests and neutrality. Between 1936 and 1938, Norwegian foreign policy thus gradually moved away from the League’s collective security system. First, the
Norwegian government attempted a position of conditional neutrality where it would be neutral in war, but might enforce voluntary sanctions through the League. This process also involved increased cooperation between the smaller states at the League. The so-called Oslo group, consisting of the Nordic states and the Benelux countries, delivered a joint declaration in July 1936, where they announced that they did not consider themselves bound to the obligations of Article 16 of the Covenant. Since the main goal was to avoid getting involved in a war between the great powers, Norway and other small members attempted to gain a freer position regarding the use of sanctions.

Both the shift towards neutrality and the small state cooperation are closely connected to Norwegian actions regarding the second Sino-Japanese War. As explained in chapter 1, however, this thesis will only deal with the beginning of the war (1937-1938). I will examine the perspective of the Norwegian foreign emissaries to China and Japan. Their opinions of the war were communicated back to Norway, and often forwarded to the delegation in Genève. Firstly, however, I will examine Norwegian delegates’ view of the conflict, and how they acted during the League’s proceedings. Norway did not have a seat at the Council anymore, but still followed the discussions there closely.

4.1. The Chinese appeal to the League of Nations

The Chinese delegation appealed to the League in September 1937. By bringing the war close to the foreign settlements in Shanghai, Chiang Kai-Shek had caught the international community’s attention. Walters claims that the Chinese did not expect the members’ full support, but that they tried to secure the League’s moral backing, some material assistance and cooperation with the Americans. Prior to the meeting of the Assembly, foreign minister Halvdan Koht received three letters from Norwegian non-governmental organisations. These letters requested the Norwegian delegation to act in accordance with the principles of the Covenant, and not support any resolution containing the approval of intervention in Spain,
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the Japanese occupation of Manchuria or the Italian occupation of Abyssinia. After receiving the letters, Koht soon summoned all the Nordic delegations to try to reach a joint position regarding the above-mentioned issues. According to the report from the meeting, Carl Joachim Hambro, president of the Norwegian parliament, revealed that the Chinese would request exemption from paying their contingent of 1937 because of the state of war in their country. He argued that the League would do well to comply with China’s request, but the Swedish delegate objected that such an exemption could entail naming Japan as the aggressor. It is worth pointing out that, in this case, the Swedish were the ones suggesting a more careful approach. As mentioned in chapter 1, Pedersen argues that the international attention towards the League might have hindered its peacekeeping efforts. The publicity of the League proceedings affected what the delegates could say but not their actions, which in turn created a gulf between reality and public expectation that became a force for destabilization. Even though they might act in another direction, it was important for the Norwegian delegation to appear to the public as the peace-nation it wanted to be perceived as. Conclusively, the Nordic delegations could not reach an agreement, so they decided to wait and see how the meeting went.

How did the League respond to the Chinese appeal? The matter was first treated at the League by the committee, which had been established at the end of the Manchurian Crisis. The Japanese claim of acting in self-defence was rejected, and the committee concluded that their actions represented treaty violations. The Assembly quickly endorsed the Committee’s resolutions, which gave the Chinese the moral support they had been looking for. The resolution contained a condemnation of Japanese bombardment of Chinese towns as well, but
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Mitter notes that once again the League provided words instead of real assistance. In reality, the resolution did not go much further than what had already been declared by the adoption of the Lytton report. According to Walters, the Assembly was almost entirely on China’s side, in contrast to the Manchurian Crisis when some approved of Japanese action and opposed League intervention. Even so, Mitter claims that the Western powers did close to nothing at this stage of the war: “[...] despite wringing their hands about the fate of China (and the markets they wished to exploit) [...]”. Koht’s report suggests that this was the case with the Nordic delegations as well. They viewed the Chinese request with sympathy, but found it more important to avoid getting involved.

After the resolution had been adopted, the battle for Shanghai continued. In earlier wars between China and Japan, China had agreed to negotiations after a few early defeats. During the winter of 1937-1938, the Japanese government realized that Chiang Kai-Shek was determined to fight the war hoping for international assistance. Meanwhile, the Western powers became aware as well that the situation would not be a short-lived disturbance. The Chinese had requested the League’s material support, and asked the members to refrain from helping Japan in any way. In October 1937, the Assembly could not do more than encourage its members to consider what aid they could provide, since most members were unwilling to do anything that could expose them to Japanese retaliation. A conference between the signatories of the Nine-Power Treaty in November failed as well. Still, the Chinese delegation continued to appeal to the League and encourage the members to act in accordance with past resolutions and the Covenant.

4.1.1. The split between the greater and smaller members

How did Norwegian foreign policy-makers perceive the Chinese appeal? On the 29th of January 1938, the Norwegian delegate Einar Maseng sent a report to the Foreign Ministry
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about the recent Council meeting regarding the Sino-Japanese conflict. He claimed that the Chinese representative had taken advantage of the situation when the greater members confirmed their allegiance to the Covenant.\textsuperscript{426} Apparently, one of the smaller powers had expressed apprehension that the consequences of the League ignoring the Covenant would fall on the smaller members.\textsuperscript{427} To this, Maseng wrote that: “[the Chinese representative] emphasized that the members had failed to fulfil their duties, which naturally was taken amiss during the observance of the anniversary”.\textsuperscript{428} Maseng found the Chinese declaration offensive.\textsuperscript{429} This was not because it was untrue – several members had used similar terms about the League’s action before - but because the Chinese delegation placed blame on all the members. As seen in chapter 2, Norwegian foreign policy-makers were eager to blame the great powers for the League’s failures while avoiding to mention the role played by the smaller states. The League meetings were increasingly characterised by a divide between the greater and smaller powers. Norway and the other Oslo states aimed to avoid getting involved in a war between the greater powers. The concern was that the smaller states would lose their say in international politics, if they were forced into sanctions determined by the self-interests of the great powers.\textsuperscript{430}

According to Maseng’s report, the great powers at the Council were investigating the possibilities of aiding China.\textsuperscript{431} In his view, the great powers’ attempts at helping China had to be understood in relation to the smaller states’ plan to make sanctions optional for each individual member.\textsuperscript{432} Maseng wrote that: "If the League’s great powers execute such a serious measure […] – a measure that likely will contain a very severe stance […] towards the aggressor – the smaller states’ attempt will lose much of its moral strength”.\textsuperscript{433} If the great powers’ attempt at aiding China failed, Maseng considered it beneficial to the position of the smaller states.\textsuperscript{434} Assuming that the smaller states managed to avoid getting involved in the
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East-Asian conflict, it would be easier to do the same should a major war break out in Europe.\textsuperscript{435} According to Haug, Norwegian foreign policy makers seldom questioned the value of the League’s collective security if military sanctions lay beyond the interpretation of the Covenant.\textsuperscript{436} The line of thought that Maseng represented is a token of that, but it also points to Fure’s claim that the Norwegian government had started abandoning the collective security system provided by the League.\textsuperscript{437}

According to Maseng, the discussions at the Council went rather slowly, because the great powers were deeply divided about the plan forward.\textsuperscript{438} He commented that: “As before, it turns out that power political considerations determine whether the collective system should apply or not”.\textsuperscript{439} At the same time, Maseng claimed that many of the smaller states were worried that a firm Council resolution would provide a solid basis for actions by the great powers against Japan, which in turn would have to engage the League on a whole other level than before.\textsuperscript{440} According to Maseng, the international media had given the great powers’ discussions on the Sino-Japanese conflict disproportionate praise, whereas the cooperation of the United States was almost taken for granted.\textsuperscript{441}

The discussions turned out less fruitful than the press anticipated, however. On the 3\textsuperscript{rd} of February 1938, Maseng could happily announce that the great powers’ efforts had been unsuccessful.\textsuperscript{442} According to him, the resolution declared that the Council trusted the most interested members to consider all possible measures to solve the conflict.\textsuperscript{443} Maseng claimed that the smaller states at the Council had worked towards diluting the original draft as much as possible.\textsuperscript{444} In his opinion, the resolution was satisfactory, because it did not take the Chinese appeal too far while still containing some significance.\textsuperscript{445} He concluded that: ”The authority of the great powers […] has not been strengthened by this affair. […] It will not be
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easy for [...] [them], to maintain their leadership over the smaller members in the time to come”.  

4.1.2. The return to unconditional neutrality

At a meeting of the Assembly in September, the Chinese delegation made a formal attempt at initiating the usage of sanctions against Japan. They argued that the previous resolutions adopted by the League had not managed to stop the war in China. Furthermore, they urged the members to implement measures against the Japanese usage of poison gas and bombing of open cities in China. Firstly, they proposed applying article 17 of the Covenant, which dealt with consequences for aggressive acts committed by non-members. Second, the Chinese asked the League to enforce a ban on the exports of weapons, ammunition, airplanes, oils and some raw materials to Japan. The request went through several commissions and secret Council meetings before the final resolution was finished. The Council declared that the members were allowed to carry out measures against Japan provided by article 16, but left it up to each member to decide whether to enforce it or not. Maseng commented triumphantly that:

“The usage of article 16 in this case, [...] is naturally of the utmost significance as precedent. The neutral representatives have in a specific case declared article 16 applicable and legalised the action that individual members might wish to do, but simultaneously asserted that they, in accordance with their neutrality policy, will not participate in any action themselves”.
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When the Chinese made the attempt to secure the application of sanctions in September, the Norwegian delegate Christian L. Lange had considered their proposal to be reasonable.\textsuperscript{455} The Chinese account of the warfare made an impression on the League members, but it was already too late. Walters argues that most countries had already declared that they did not see themselves as bound to the obligations of the Covenant anymore.\textsuperscript{456} Norway had never wanted to get involved if it risked national interests. The belief in international cooperation had been severely weakened among both smaller and greater members - Koht considered it a return of the old power politics, according to Riste.\textsuperscript{457} The failures of the League caused a loss of political influence, which made it easier for members to avoid adhering to the Covenant when they did not want to.\textsuperscript{458} In February 1938, the British had declared that the smaller states would not be supported by the League if they were attacked.\textsuperscript{459} Riste argues that the nominal character of Norway’s League membership was finally illuminated in July 1938, because the Norwegian parliament unanimously declared an unconditional neutrality.\textsuperscript{460}

At the same time, the delegation in Genève and the Ministry in Oslo received reports from the foreign service stations in East Asia. General consul Aall and minister Koren described the resolutions’ reception in both China and Japan, but their accounts also serve to further clarify the Norwegian interests at stake in the conflict. Additionally, they provide valuable insight into the foreign community in East Asia’s perspective on the events at the battlefield.

\textbf{4.2. Reporting the war in East Asia}

On the 5\textsuperscript{th} of November 1937, Aall wrote an agitated report to the Foreign Ministry about what he called “the Chinese propaganda” regarding the war.\textsuperscript{461} He claimed that the Chinese were conveying an incorrect and exaggerated portrayal of the warfare in an attempt to deceive the League of Nations and the international community as a whole.\textsuperscript{462} Despite his warnings, Aall argued that the Norwegian press seemed to believe the “propaganda” which only
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furthered the Chinese case.\textsuperscript{463} He exemplified his argument with a Norwegian newspaper article claiming that the Japanese were intending to wipe out Nanjing, and another one saying that the city was already annihilated.\textsuperscript{464} In contrast, Aall claimed to have spoken with a British diplomat who had recently been there, and quoted him saying: “You would not notice [the Japanese bombardments] […] unless you go out of your way to find the places where bombs have been dropped, you would not see them”.\textsuperscript{465} In retrospect, Aall’s dismissal of the events at Nanjing might seem abhorrent.\textsuperscript{466} Still, he was partially correct in arguing against the notion that Nanjing had been annihilated in early November, since the city did not fall until the 12\textsuperscript{th} of December 1937. However, it seems likely that Aall’s source was mistaken when dismissing the destruction caused by bombings of Nanjing. Mitter claims that the city was subjected to heavy aerial warfare from mid-August, and to such a degree that most of its population had fled by the end of the month.\textsuperscript{467}

In this case, it is clear that Aall’s personal opinions of the Chinese coloured what was reported back to the Foreign Ministry. In general, his reports signify that he believed the Chinese to be untrustworthy, and that they were trying to deceive the international community. The report on “Chinese propaganda” is a continuation of his profound negative view of the Chinese people. In his defence, however, it is worth mentioning that the circulation of information was restrained. It was difficult for anyone to know exactly what was happening in Nanjing. Most foreigners had left the city during early autumn, and the Chinese newspapers were constrained from reporting the full reality of the war. The Chinese press also left when Nanjing surrendered, and scarcely any foreign journalist was allowed to enter the city.\textsuperscript{468}

Even if Aall’s account was correct at the time he wrote it - that the press exaggerated the destruction of the city before it happened - the report did not reach the Ministry of Foreign Affairs before much later. On the 17\textsuperscript{th} of December 1937, the Foreign Ministry forwarded a copy of Aall’s report to the Norwegian delegation at the League of Nations.\textsuperscript{469} Thus, they
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received Aall’s letter long after the Japanese had conquered the city.\textsuperscript{470} When the League gathered to review the possibility of aiding China in January, Aall’s report challenging the “Chinese propaganda” had been communicated to the delegation. At the same time, it is worth noting that many delegations might have received similar reports, because his position was not that uncommon among the foreign community in China. Mitter claims that there was a general distrust towards the Chinese government among the foreigners.\textsuperscript{471} Chiang Kai-Shek was seen as fighting a hopeless battle, because he relied on the international community to come to their aid. The main concern of many foreigners was how their own interests were affected by the war. For instance, Mitter quotes a British diplomat worrying about the effect the Chinese government’s “irresponsibility” would have on their interests in China.\textsuperscript{472}

How was the war portrayed by Norwegian foreign policy-makers in Japan? Koren provides a more objective account of the war than Aall does. In January 1938, Koren wrote a report on the situation in Japan where he claimed that the tendency towards military dictatorship had become obvious by recent events.\textsuperscript{473} According to his report, an admiral had initiated mass arrests on political opponents, after having just been appointed Minister of Internal Affairs.\textsuperscript{474} Furthermore, the prisoners were thrown into what Koren called 'Japanese versions of the German concentration camps' without a trial.\textsuperscript{475} He argued that: "[...] Overall, there can be no doubt that the leadership is determined to bring a fortunate end to the conflict with China no matter the cost."\textsuperscript{476}

Koren admitted he had hoped the fall of the capital Nanjing would put an end to the conflict, but that he had come to realise that it could continue indefinitely.\textsuperscript{477} He claimed that the recent Japanese attack on an American gunboat in waters near Nanjing had made Japan more careful not to challenge the members of the League.\textsuperscript{478} According to Mitter, this confrontation could potentially have started hostilities between Japan and the United States, but was avoided because the Japanese government quickly took responsibility and paid
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compensation. Koren argued that the United States was growing increasingly suspicious of Japanese intentions, at the same time as France and Britain were looking for an excuse to put action behind words. Koren’s view is similar to Maseng’s concurrent concern that the great powers attempted to gain a firm Council resolution, which could provide a solid basis for joint action against Japan.

There is a striking difference between the accounts of Aall in Shanghai and Koren in Tokyo. One would expect Aall to provide the most vivid portrayal of the warfare since he was situated in China, but it is actually Koren who goes the most into detail about the war itself. While Aall’s reports focus on advising the Foreign Ministry based on his opinions of the Chinese, Koren emphasizes describing the larger picture of how the war is viewed by different governments. The difference might be explained by the fact that Aall was a non-diplomatic consul while Koren was a minister. Still, such reasoning neglect that the general consul’s negative view of the Chinese was shared by the former minister Aubert as well. Their view was not isolated either. Compared to similar sentiments during the Manchurian Crisis, mentioned by Walters, it seems to have been a general tendency among the foreign communities in China and Japan at the time.

4.2.1. The Japanese response to the League resolutions

Despite the war, the most important Norwegian objective in East Asia remained its economic interests. This becomes clear when examining Koren’s reports on the reception of the League proceedings in Japan. In late September 1938, the Japanese completely rejected the League’s resolution that article 17 of the Covenant was applicable in the conflict, and that individual members could individually apply sanctions against Japan. As a response, Koren claimed that the Japanese government had declared that it would withdraw all remaining cooperation with League organs. Furthermore, he wrote about a statement saying that any country resorting to sanctions against Japan would be met with counter-measures from the Japanese
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government. Koren wrote that: “The most important matter [in this regard] is the threat of reprisals against states that will enforce sanctions against Japan.”485

Because of the joint declaration on sanctions policy from the Oslo states, Koren expressed that he assumed the Norwegian government did not intend to resort to sanctions.486 Ten days later, Koren reported that the Belgian government had declared that they did not intend to carry out sanctions against Japan.487 Since Belgium was an Oslo state, he wrote that he found their conduct somewhat “distasteful”.488 They had not discussed it with the other governments beforehand, and Koren viewed it as a pre-emptive attempt at winning Japanese favour before the other Oslo states.489 In other words, gaining Japanese favour was still on the table despite the war. In accordance with Norway’s newly established unconditional neutrality, it was in the country’s interest to maintain the relationship with both China and Japan for as long as possible.

4.2.2. Defending Norwegian extraterritoriality

In his master thesis, Tepstad claims that the original Norwegian position regarding their extraterritorial rights in China was based on the notion that is was necessary to ensure the safety and wellbeing of Norwegians in the country.490 As mentioned in the last chapter, the Norwegian government had agreed in 1931 to abolish extraterritoriality when all other treaty powers did the same. Tepstad is mistaken, however, when he claims that the joint agreement finished the discussions on extraterritoriality between China and Norway.491 It is true that the war with Japan would reduce the matter’s importance to the Chinese government.492 In December 1936, nonetheless, the Chinese envoy in Oslo rejuvenated the debate by asking whether the Foreign Ministry could cooperate with other Nordic countries and renounce their extraterritoriality.493 Koht wrote that he had checked with both the Swedish and the Danish Foreign Ministry, and neither of them had received similar requests.494 According to Koht,
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Denmark was unwilling to do anything in this regard before the great powers did.\textsuperscript{495} He, thus, asked for the opinion of the general consulate in Shanghai.\textsuperscript{496}

On 13\textsuperscript{th} of March 1937, Aall answered the request by writing a report justifying Norwegian extraterritoriality in China.\textsuperscript{497} He claimed that the reason for only appealing to Norway was that neither Denmark nor Sweden had the same treaty relationship with China.\textsuperscript{498} Aall admitted that many Chinese found extraterritoriality humiliating, but argued that it was their own fault since they: “[…] after all has not reached as high a civilisation yet”.\textsuperscript{499} The Chinese envoy had apparently argued that Norway would benefit from abolishment.\textsuperscript{500} Mitter claims that this happened to Germany after losing their extraterritoriality in China as part of the Versailles Treaty of 1919, because they could trade with the Chinese as equals.\textsuperscript{501} In this case, Aall argued that the abolishment of extraterritorial rights was insignificant to the trade with China, because Germany’s trade had gradually expanded in general since the First World War.\textsuperscript{502} His major concern with abolishment was that it could threaten Norwegian economic interests. Aall claimed that Norwegian exports did not suffer from the business men having extraterritorial rights, because the Chinese buyers did not care about the issue.\textsuperscript{503} Furthermore, he argued that the shipping industry, Norway’s most important source of revenue in the area, would deteriorate if the government decided to surrender extraterritoriality.\textsuperscript{504} In addition to emphasizing the importance of treaty rights for the boat crews, he claimed that the Chinese government would push Norway and other actors out of the shipping industry in the region.\textsuperscript{505} He admitted that: “[…] the relinquishment of extraterritoriality will naturally occur, and when the time comes Norway obviously has to follow”.\textsuperscript{506} Yet, Aall argued against taking the lead in this matter, but wait for the initiative of Great Britain, the United States and France.\textsuperscript{507}
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Maybe adhering to Aall’s advice, the Foreign Ministry did not make any attempts towards abolishment yet. In fact, it did not happen before 1943, when the great powers relinquished their extraterritoriality partly as a reward to China for allying with Britain and the United States during the Second World War.\textsuperscript{508} In December 1937, however, a letter from Sten Bugge, a missionary priest who had recently been in China, conveyed a challenge to the Ministry’s plan of waiting for someone else to take initiative.\textsuperscript{509} The priest had written an article in Norwegian that harshly criticised the system of extraterritoriality for its unfairness and inconsistency. Furthermore, Bugge argued that there was no reason to keep this treaty right anymore since China had developed its law system significantly.\textsuperscript{510} To capture a Norwegian readership, he also drew a parallel between Norwegian extraterritoriality and the privileges enjoyed by the Hanseatic merchants in medieval Norway.\textsuperscript{511} Presuming that most Norwegians disliked the history of Hanseatic dominance, he argued that it was a repeat of that story where Norwegians were on the wrong side.\textsuperscript{512}

Bugge’s view did not sit well with neither the general consul in Shanghai nor the Norwegian Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Bugge had addressed the letter to the Principal Officer Thorgeir Siqueland at the Ministry, who had been vice consul in Shanghai for many years.\textsuperscript{513} In a letter to Aall, he claimed that the article was not a well-written product.\textsuperscript{514} More importantly, however, Siqueland stated that he did not want it published at all, because he believed it could harm Norwegian interests.\textsuperscript{515} He claimed to have tried to dissuade Bugge from publishing, but had only managed to convince him to wait for Aall’s opinion on the matter.\textsuperscript{516} In June 1938, Aall wrote a reply to Siqueland where he agreed with him, and argued that: “[…] not much is required before the Chinese initiates boycotts […] [The person], who would defend extraterritoriality’s continuation, would not be able to speak his mind if he was to consider Norwegian interests in this country”.\textsuperscript{517}
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Along with the letter, Aall attached a note meant for Bugge (as long as the priest promised not to make it public). Here, Aall admitted that consular jurisdiction could be a nuisance because it took a lot of time, and he often received complaints from dissatisfied Norwegians. On the other hand, he challenged the notion that the Chinese law system had improved significantly, because he claimed to have seen countless examples proving the opposite. Consequently, he argued against publishing the article because he claimed the great powers and “the rest of civilised society” would see Norway as a “busybody”.

According to Aall, there would also be many complaints from Norwegian business men, who would suddenly have to pay salary taxes. Aall’s final argument was that the timing was wrong. In his mind, Norway should not give up its extraterritorial rights while the situation was so precarious, and there was no way of knowing the outcome of the war.

After promising to give up extraterritoriality at the same time as the other treaty powers, the Norwegian Foreign Ministry tried to avoid the subject altogether hoping that it would prevent them from having to take the lead. Aall mentioned many reasons for keeping the treaty rights to Bugge, but it is clear that he left out the most important reason - Norwegian economic interests in China. Both he and Siqveland feared Chinese reprisals should Bugge’s article become public. Furthermore, it would become more difficult for the Foreign Ministry to defend extraterritoriality, if the article spurred popular support of abolition.

4.3. Concluding remarks

In 1939, Maseng looked back at the League’s proceedings regarding the conflict between China and Japan, and wondered what might have been done differently had the pressure of fascism been less severe in Europe. It is clear that Norwegian priority lay elsewhere at the time. When the matter of aiding China did arise at the League, Norway’s priority was to avoid endangering its neutrality. While the Norwegian delegation in Genève attempted to make the support to China voluntary, Finn Koren was warning the government of the militaristic measures.
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situation in Japan. Aall, on the other hand, remained a sceptic of anything Chinese, and sent many reports trying to adjust what he saw as the West’s uncritical acceptance of the Chinese portrayal of the war.

As seen during the debate on extraterritoriality, Norway still pursued political and economic interests in East Asia. As the world grew more unstable towards the end of the 1930s, national security became more important. At the League, the smaller states started cooperating to free themselves from the sanctions policy of the League, in order to avoid getting involved in a war between the great powers.\textsuperscript{525} Given the reliance on Britain for protection, the failure of the collective security system was not seen as important to the national security of Norway. Defending the new world order, which Norway had helped create, was not a foreign political priority at the end of the 1930s.

After Norway returned to unconditional neutrality, the foreign legations in China and Japan would remain open for some time. The Norwegian government closed the legation in Tokyo shortly after the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbour on the 7\textsuperscript{th} of December 1941.\textsuperscript{526} The Japanese closed the General Consulate in Shanghai by force in April 1942, since it represented the Norwegian exile government in London. Shortly after, however, a new Norwegian legation was established at China’s wartime capital Chongqing, where it would remain until after the war.\textsuperscript{527}
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Chapter 5: Conclusion

Norway’s actions in the Sino-Japanese conflict can generally be described as attempts to remain neutral and avoid getting involved. This was not because Norwegian foreign policy-makers deemed the conflict irrelevant. On the contrary, the dispute between China and Japan was a situation where two different national concerns preoccupied Norwegian foreign-policy makers. Firstly, the conflict happened in East Asia, where foreign policy-makers considered Norway to have significant political and economic interests. Secondly, the dispute challenged the internationalist project that the League of Nations represented. Norway had joined the organisation partly out of fear of isolation, but also in the hope of establishing a new world order where great power politics was replaced with multilateral cooperation based on international law. From the onset in 1931, the Sino-Japanese conflict threatened the notion that the smaller states had succeeded in creating a world order where “right instead of might” had become the new paradigm of international affairs. From early on, Norwegian foreign policy-makers realized the conflict’s significance. Despite proclaiming support to the League’s ambitions, Norway did close to nothing to help the organisation and its system of collective security succeed.

In the Manchurian Crisis 1931-1933, the Norwegian government consistently acted like a passive observer in Genève. This position was started by foreign minister Braadland, who assumed a cautious and passive role at the Council in order to protect Norwegian interests in East Asia. When the League’s proceedings moved to the Assembly, however, the general mood in the League shifted and became more sympathetic towards China’s case. Faced with the fellow smaller states’ offensive to make the League respond firmly to Japanese actions, Braadland encouraged the implementation of sanctions in order to avoid standing out from his peers. Thus, it is clear that Norway’s recommendation of applying sanctions came out of pressure from peers and changed circumstances, and not a change in priority of foreign political interests. During the discussions of the Lytton report in Genève, the Norwegian delegation continued the position of passive intermediary despite fellow smaller states suggesting a firmer approach. The motivations for the Norwegian actions are made more clear in the reports from minister Aubert in Tokyo. Throughout the Manchurian Crisis he recommended his government to stay neutral during the proceedings, because he believed it unwise to antagonize Japan with regard to Norwegian interests in East Asia. The League was
used as a forum for Norwegian status seeking to be recognised as a peace-nation, but only when it was a cost-free pursuit. When the defence of idealist principles could lead to actual national commitments, Norway backed out. After the League’s failure in the conflict became clear, Norwegian politicians blamed great power politics. They did not attach importance to the Norwegian role at the Council, even though the object of their criticism - the great powers’ reluctance in the conflict - had enabled Norway to maintain the passive position.

At the first part of the Sino-Japanese conflict (circa 1931-1936), Norway’s actions gave economic interests prominence. During the Manchurian Crisis and the following ceasefire, the source material also suggests the attentiveness of Norwegian foreign policy-makers towards the international perception of their country. In 1933, Norway’s attempt to remain neutral in the Sino-Japanese conflict failed in theory, because it had to give in to the (almost) unilateral condemnation of Japanese action at the League. Norway joined in the moral condemnation, but it was not in the country’s interest that the League’s settlement of the Sino-Japanese conflict went any further. The source material shows that Norwegian foreign policy-makers would have been willing to implement an embargo in order to avoid standing out in Genève. Given Norwegian status seeking to be perceived as a peace-nation, it is clear that Norway was attentive towards, and careful to comply with, the expectations of the international community. At the same time, it was not in Norway’s interest to apply sanctions or embargos, because it could endanger Norwegian political and economic interests and potentially pull the country into an unwanted war. After the Manchurian Crisis, minister Aubert made a great effort at preserving and improving his country’s relationship with Japan despite Norway’s condemnation of Japanese actions. Japan’s standing in East Asia at the time made it an important country to be on good terms with in order to safeguard Norwegian interests in the region. The trade balance and the system of joint-minister situated in Tokyo suggest that Norway in part neglected its relationship with China in favour of Japan. Because of Norwegian status seeking and obligations as a League member, however, the foreign-policy makers were careful to stay within the boundaries allowed by the League.

It was not in Norway’s interest to pick a side in the Sino-Japanese conflict, and probably even less so at the end of the 1930s. Corresponding with Riste’s argumentation, this was due to the Norwegian reliance on Britain for security.528 It also agrees with Haug’s claim that Norway implicitly dismissed the League’s collective security system throughout the
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1930s. Secondly, Norway had already begun the return to official neutrality when the second Sino-Japanese war started. Norwegian diplomats still attempted to win favour with the Japanese in order to safeguard national interests in East Asia, but it is clear that protecting Norway’s national security and neutrality became the most important foreign political concern. To Norway, the significance of the League proceedings was not about the second Sino-Japanese war itself, but on whether or not it would lay the foundations for pulling Norway into a major war in Europe. Thus, Norway and other smaller states challenged the greater powers’ attempt to make the League offer collective assistance to China. The success of the smaller states, in making the enforcement of article 16 voluntary, did in practice render the League’s collective security system useless. Norway returned to unconditional neutrality in 1938. Given the implied protection from Britain, the failure of the collective security system was not significant to Norwegian national security. It was important with regards to the new world order, which Norway had supported building, but it was not a foreign political interest that was prioritized by Norwegian foreign policy-makers.

In accordance with Haug’s theory about Norwegian foreign policy at the League, Norway’s actions in the Sino-Japanese conflict was a type of small state realism. Norway exercised a “retraction policy” (“avskjermingspolitikk”) towards the League’s collective security system, which was enabled by the economic crisis and the impression of the country’s “threat-free” geographical position. According to Henig, there was a considerable divide between reality and public expectation of the League’s abilities in the 1920s. The letters from Norwegian interest groups to Foreign Minister Halvdan Koht suggest that there were public expectation for Norway to act idealistically during the League’s treatment of the second Sino-Japanese war. By having officially affirmed a neutral position, Norwegian foreign policy-makers might have appeared like the peace-nation they claimed to represent. In reality, however, national interests were prioritized above idealist expectations. During the Manchurian Crisis and the following ceasefire, Norway’s actions were decided based on the country’s economic interests in East Asia, but it was also balanced out by the need to act in accordance with Norwegian status seeking ambitions. At the start of the second Sino-Japanese
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war, however, the project of status seeking was to a larger degree neglected since national security had become the main priority of Norwegian foreign policy-makers. Thus, Norway and other small states tried and succeeded in hindering the League collectively aiding China out of national interests.

Norway’s efforts at the League has been depicted idealistically in the past.\textsuperscript{534} Despite the swiftly changing governments, Norway’s actions suggest a consistent foreign policy that put Norwegian political and economic interests before idealist principles. The Sino-Japanese conflict was never important in itself, but because of what it could potentially represent in terms of Norway’s national security, economic interests and international status. On one hand, the political motivation factor for Norway was to seek international status as a peace-nation. Because of this, Norwegian delegates and politicians encouraged a world system based on multilateral cooperation in accordance with international law. At the same time, it was a key notion within Norway’s foreign policy to avoid challenging the power structures of international affairs, because that could lead to unwanted involvement in “other people’s wars”. Norway’s foreign policy was consistent throughout the Sino-Japanese conflict, but the motivations behind it changed along with the shifting circumstances of the 1930s. Therefore, foreign policy-makers grew increasingly more concerned about the consequences of advocating idealism. While Norway was regarded as lacking external threats, it had been easy to advocate idealism in Genève. When the conflicts of the 1930s made the world situation grow unstable and divided, however, Norway returned to neutrality hoping to avoid getting involved in a possible war. Thus, Norwegian status seeking became a lesser priority in the late 1930s than earlier. Given the reliance on Britain for protection, Norway was not directly affected by the Sino-Japanese conflict damaging the collective security system. Towards the end of the conflict, Norway’s actions were based on the need to defend neutrality and economic interests.

The influence of the reports from East Asia should not be underestimated, because Norwegian actions generally paralleled the recommendations made by Aall, Koren and Aubert. The ‘racial filter’ through which Aall and Aubert viewed the conflict coloured the information, which foreign policy-makers in Norway and Genève based their decisions upon. At the same time, Pedersen claims that the publicity of the League influenced what delegates

said, but not what they ended up doing.\textsuperscript{535} The source material suggests that the same was true with regard to the Norwegian delegation. Norway sought status as a peace-nation, which made it important to keep up appearances towards the public. At first, maintaining Norway’s passive position was aided by the reluctance of the great powers. Their hesitation enabled Norwegian foreign policy-makers to assume the role of observer at the Council, which did not hinder Norway from joining the complaints of fellow smaller states when the League ultimately failed. At the start of the Sino-Japanese war, Norway could continue its position against League intervention due to the split between the smaller and greater powers at the League.

Did Norway’s actions in the Sino-Japanese conflict depart from the foreign policy of other Scandinavian states? Haug’s thesis does not discuss the Nordic cooperation at the League to a large degree, because he claims that it was situational and not an expressed foreign political approach.\textsuperscript{536} Haug refers to the historian Ingemar Ottosson, who claims that Sweden and Norway had completely different preconditions based on trade pattern and geography.\textsuperscript{537} According to Haug, there were more political similarities between Denmark and Norway regarding their League policies.\textsuperscript{538} In relation to the Sino-Japanese conflict, Danish foreign policy therefore seems like the best basis for a comparative approach.

In the book \textit{China and Denmark. Relations Since 1674}, the historian Mads Kirkebæk illuminates many similarities between Norwegian and Danish foreign policy in East Asia.\textsuperscript{539} He claims that trade was the main priority of Denmark’s policies towards China between 1912 and 1949, which was reflected by the Danish representation there working for political neutrality and economic privileges.\textsuperscript{540} Thus, Kirkebæk argues that economic interests benefitted from Denmark having no direct share in the Sino-Japanese conflict.\textsuperscript{541} He does not go into detail about the different disputes between China and Japan, but Denmark’s foreign political course seems to have been based on similar motivations as Norway. Thus, it is likely that Norwegian actions and motivations in the Sino-Japanese conflict were not unique. At the
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same time, there is still need for further comparative research of the Scandinavian policies in East Asia, because such an approach would be able to illuminate a more complex portrayal of the events than I have been able to do here.

In his essay, Lundestad claims that it is the inner nature of economy and politics to gain as much as possible for the least amount of effort.\textsuperscript{542} According to him, Norway has been particularly successful in this regard, all the while Norwegians continue to believe in their country’s moral superiority.\textsuperscript{543} Not even the communication with Manchukuo made the international community question Norwegian motivations or allegiance to the Covenant. Neumann and Carvalho claims that status seeking is a central motivation in the policies of smaller states, and they hypothesize that it is even more the case than with great ones.\textsuperscript{544} Since Norway lacks military strength, it has needed another way of asserting its position in the world. In the Sino-Japanese conflict, an interplay of national interests caused the passivity of the self-proclaimed peace-nation. Still, the Norwegian public and foreign policy-makers continued to believe in the “small state philosophy” that their country was a guardian of moral in international relations.
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